FEBRUARY 2021. NEW ACQUISITIONS

FOREWORD

Dear friends & colleagues,
We are happy to present our first catalogue of the year in which we
continue to study Russian and Soviet reality through books, magazines
and other printed materials. Here is a list of contents for your easier
navigation:
● Architecture, p. 4
● Women Studies, p. 19
● Health Care, p. 25
● Music, p. 34
● Theatre, p. 40
● Mayakovsky, p. 49
● Ukraine, p. 56
● Poetry, p. 62
● Arctic & Antarctic, p. 66
● Children, p. 73
● Miscellaneous, p. 77
We will be virtually exhibiting at Firsts Canada, February 5-7
(www.firstscanada.com), and California Virtual Book Fair, March 4-6
(www.cabookfair.com). Please join us and other booksellers from all
over the world!
Stay well and safe,
Bookvica team
February 2021
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Worldcat shows no
copies in the USA.

[ H O U S E S F O R T H E P R O L E TA R I AT ]

Barkhin, G. Sovremennye rabochie zhilishcha : Materialy dlia proektirovaniia
i planovykh predpolozhenii po stroitel’stvu zhilishch dlia rabochikh [i.e.
Contemporary Workers’ Dwellings: Materials for Projecting and Planned
Suggestions for Building Dwellers for Workers]. Moscow: Voprosy truda,
1925. 80 pp., 1 folding table. 23x15,5 cm. In original constructivist
wrappers with monograph MB. Restored, pale stamps of pre-war
Ukrainian construction organization on the title page, pp. 13, 45, 55, 69,
otherwise very good and clean copy.
First and only edition. One of 5000 copies. Very rare. The
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wrappers designed by Mikhail Bulanov (1894-1965), a famous Soviet
artist and designer, known for his work for ROSTA posters, Mosselprom,
the Moscow Circus, and many other companies. He stood at the origins
of the Soviet art of advertising.
Architect and art historian Grigorii Barkhin (1880-1969) was
one of the key architects whose name and activities are associated
with the formation of Soviet architecture. After the Civil war, Barkhin
reconstructed Moscow hospitals and designed new civil constructions,
including an entire working town on the outskirts of Moscow. He also
designed a building for the ‘Izvestiia’ newspaper in Moscow (19251927). Being a member of Moscow Architectural Society, Barkhin edited
its collection of competition works and yearbooks.
In the 1920s, he supported the garden city movement and
published the book ‘Worker’s House and Workers’ Garden Town’ (1922).
This book, as well as ‘Contemporary Workers’ Dwellings’ itself included
a tendency to view a house as a part of the whole complex, connected
with urban planning and environment.
This particular book was a pre-project manual for architects.
Bakhrin analyzed standards of separate rooms of a dwelling (cottage,
apartment house, house-commune); living buildings and civil
constructions in workers’ town. He focused on the economy of different
dwelling construction and highlighted the most rational types of
houses for families and single workers.
Barkhin brought his principles to reconstruction of Dzerzhinsky
district (20-km area in Northern Moscow) in the 1930s and the
reconstruction of Sevastopol in the 1940s.
SOLD

02

Not found in
Worldcat.

[ S O V I E T S T U D Y O F L A B O R I N T H E E A R LY 1 9 3 0 S ]

Zal’tsgeber, O. Rabochaia mebel’: Voprosy ratsionalizatsii [i.e.
Workers’ Furniture: Rationalization Issues]. Moscow: Gos. sotsial’noekonomicheskoe izdatel’stvo, 1931. 68 pp.: ill. 20x15 cm. In original
printed wrappers. Near fine.
First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies.
The manual on how to rationalize labor by well-organized
working places. This was one of the key issues studied and promoted by
the Scientific Institute of Labor. The Soviet study of labor was initiated
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by Alexey Gastev in 1920 and experiments lasted until his arrest in the
Great Purge. Yet, in the 1920s, he discarded poetry focusing on CIT as
his “main artistic work”. He stressed that a human worker wasn’t an
implementer but a director of a machine tool. This principle was declared
by CIT, observing motion of workers and developing practical courses of
motion economy in the workplace. They set up a company ‘Ustanovka’
(Installation) which proposed factories to help them manage business
more effectively. Thus, CIT had created work standards and taught tens
of thousands of labor organizers implementing standards throughout
the country. Several laboratories of the Institute comprehensively
analyzed how exactly one man did work, what he felt, what he used,
what processes took place inside him and then calculated how he could
do work better.
For various types of work, the Institute looked for such a
body position that eliminated unnecessary movements and reduced
muscle tension. It increased the worker’s productivity in particular
and the factory’s output in general. By 1931, ideal worker’s chair
constructions had been developed for different working processes. The
Institute took into account worker’s necessary movements, unified body
measurements, hygienics, economy, aesthetics. To promote rational
furniture and to teach workers to use it well, the Institute published
books and also shot a few films as the most effective mass medium.
The edition is illustrated with numerous schemes and photographs of
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Soviet and foreign workers’ furniture.
Bibliography lists 37 sources in Russian and 37 sources in
foreign languages.
$3,500

03

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[UTOPIAN COMMUNAL HOUSING]

Larin, Iu. Zhilishche i byt: Zhilishchnyi vopros v rekonstruktivnyi period
[i.e. Dwelling and Everyday Life: Dwelling Issue in Reconstructive Period].
Moscow: Vlast’ sovetov, 1931. 127 pp. 21x15 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Spine chipped, with tear, contemporary signature on the front
cover, otherwise very good.
Design includes a photograph of a constructivist student
dormitory built in Moscow in 1931 on the front cover and a photomontage
of communal activities on its rear side.
An interesting work on how to improve everyday life of people
uniting them into utopian “daily routine” collectives. It was written
by revolutionary and economist Iurii Larin (pseudonym of Mikhail
Lurie; 1882-1932) who actively promoted continuous working week
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(nepreryvka) and transformation of everyday life. The Soviet experiment
of the uninterrupted working process started in 1929 and meant three
shifts per 24 hours. For higher efficiency, workers might cooperate with
others and share the hardest parts of their daily routine. Proceeding
ideas of kitchen-factory, nurseries and laundries, these collectives were
created for simplifying life.
It slightly differed from house-communes with enterprises and
many common facilities. The concept of daily routine collective included
three components - doing laundry, baby care and cooking - that were
implemented by a collective together without outside organizations.
Such communal housing united fifty or more individuals, married or
single. They gave all ration cards to a chosen person who bought
food and cooked common meals. A laundry room and a nursery were
organized in the same building and were also managed by a collective
member or a hired employee. According to Larin, about 100 daily routine
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collectives existed in Moscow at that time while house planning wasn’t
comfortable for this type of communal housing. It required the redesign
of contemporary houses and the construction of new ones.
The last chapter is dedicated to involving women in production:
advantages, methods and curious calculations of state expenses (per
one woman) where the author compares daily routine collectives and
costly kitchen-factories.
SOLD

04

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.
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[ S P O RT S A RC H I T E C T U R E ]

Zverintsev, S. Fizkul’turnye sooruzheniia [i.e. Physical Culture
Constructions]. Leningrad: Fizkul’tura i turizm, 1932. 292 pp.: ill. 21x13,5
cm. In original full-cloth binding with lettering on the front cover and
the spine. Slightly rubbed and weakened, no back flyleaf, contemporary
signature on t.p., some pencil notes, otherwise very good and clean.
First edition. One of 7000 copies. Rare.
An early guide by the major Soviet specialist in sports
architecture, Sergei Zverintsev. His 1930s works were the only Soviet
practical directories on this issue.
During the first 20 years of the Soviet rule, the country had
built 350 stadiums, 700 sports areas, 250 ski stations and 100 palaces
of physical culture. Admiring sport and healthy lifestyle, the USSR went
on and increased these numbers. The sport was promoted wherever
possible: posters, books and press, television,
speeches on mass events and working
meetings. Physical education and sports
activities were organized in two directions:
compulsory and voluntary. All students of
schools and higher educational institutions,
Red Army soldiers, police and some other
organizations were involved in compulsory
classes. Gymnastic breaks were included in
the working day at factories in order to raise
productivity, improve health and prevent
employee fatigue. Common sports events
were regularly held for workers’ collectives.
This richly illustrated edition
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promoted both sports architecture and different kinds of sport
themselves, but it was written for architects and engineers. The author
explained what exactly athletes would do, how much space these people
would use and what materials would be better for any construction. The
text is supplemented by technical drawings of diving towers and water
slides, plans of courts and fields for tennis, basketball, hockey, etc., as
well as swimming pools, ski stations, houses of physical culture and
others.
$2,500
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[ E VO L U T I O N O F S O C I A L I S T H O U S I N G ]

Khiger, R. Proektirovanie zhilishch: 1917-1933 [i.e. Projecting Habitations:
1917-1933]. Moscow: Glavnaia redaktsiia stroitel’noi literatury, 1935.
88 pp.: ill., 5 folding tables in original pocket on the rear side of the
back cover. 29,5x23 cm. In original illustrated full-cloth binding. No
dust jacket. Spine slightly deformed (due to plans), with tear, foxing
on covers, faded endpapers with small tears, two ink spots on separate
tables, otherwise very good and clean.
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
Columbia, Harvard,
Illinois, Michigan,
Arizona, Cornell,
George Mason
Universities,
Getty Institute,
Art institute of
Chicago, National
Gallery of Art.

First and only edition. One of 4000 copies. Title pages, the table
of contents, lists of illustrations are in Russian and French. Graphic
elements of the work were produced by V. Inshtetov.
Design of covers, title pages was created by V. Selinginskii.
Most likely, he designed the layout as well. He certainly created designs
for some books about Soviet successes in Arctic exploration, industrial
reconstruction of cities, airship construction. All of them were published
in the 1930s. Just like them, this book is about Soviet achievements but
in architecture.
This striking book was written by Roman Khiger (1901-1985),
an architect and engineer, one of the ideologists of constructivism. In
the 1930s, he was one of the leading architecture critics in the USSR.
In this work, he had drawn the bottom line for constructivist housing
construction. Focusing on the best and worst solutions, more and less
common apartment plans, Khiger gathered a huge mass of constructions
that were built in 1917-1932 and systematized them.
This period tended to liquidation of individual apartments and
construction of more collective forms like houses-communes. Khiger
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collected the most interesting plans that were not recognized by him
as easy to use but were important as mistakes made in the past. Among
them is a “round, closet-type” plan where rooms resembled pieces of
cake in the middle of which a common hall was located. Next to this
plan are a ring-type solution, as well as a cylinder plan implemented in
Konstantin Melnikov’s House (1927-1929) in Moscow. The author also
criticizes an outstanding project of Anzhero-Sudzhensk house-commune
(1928) by Nikolai Kuz’min and shows its general plan and axonometric
design. This qualifying project might have had an incredible impact on
development of modernism in Siberia but wasn’t built. In 1935, Khiger
called it “a vivid example of a vulgar-simplistic understanding of the
idea of socialist life”. Other four projects of houses-communes published
in this book were created by Vesniny brothers, I. Golosov, M. Barshch
and V. Vladimirov. There is a plan of linear settlement for Magnitogorsk
developed in 1930 and “preserved negative features of abstraction
and utopism inherent in the deurbanist theory”. A curious double-page
spread presents four projects of fixed habitations for Central Asian
nomads. All of them were developed by architect Kalmykov in 1933 and
this deurbanism was accepted by Khiger because architect’s solutions
were caused by native conditions of nomads’ lifestyle. A project of
one quarter of the Dneprostroi 6th settlement (1933) by V. Lavrov was
demonstrated with no comment at all. The city construction attracted
all starring architects of the USSR - the entire realized project later was
named the Socialist city. Contemporaries considered it “phalanstery of
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the new type”.
In the 1930s, the main state tendency modified remaining
communal housing that concentrated living and common areas in
borders of a separate apartment. Officially, the state launched the
construction of innovated individual apartments all over the country.
Khiger analyzed schemes of the evolution of 1,2,3,4-room habitation
cells varying in type and availability of separate kitchen, bathroom
and toilet. Supplementing tables for the magnificent Kiger’s system
of apartment planning were published on 5 separate folding leaves,
holding in the pocket. They feature selected plans of 1,2,3,4-room
habitations, as well as corner room disposition, that were placed in
tables depending on their profitability and frequency.
In addition to the whole above, Kiger created charts of
person’s movement in a habitation cell. He calculated the dynamic
minimum formula, including necessary movements between different
furniture and facilities per one day. Socialist rationalization of housing
construction should have taken into account this formula. In this point,
the book echoes with works dedicated to the labor study and worker’s
movements in particular.
Turning to post-constructivism and socialist classicism of the
1930s, Kiger wrote about the external decoration of buildings in the
last chapter and published a row of 1931-1933 buildings images. In
total, the book included 92 illustrations that are listed at the end. The
edition was supposed to be the first in a series of similar works devoted
to the construction of clubs, schools, theaters, palaces of culture, etc.
$1,250
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[CENTRAL ASIAN ARCHITECTURE]

Denike, B. Arkhitekturnyi ornament Srednei Azii [i.e. Architectural Ornament
of Central Asia]. Moscow: Izd. Vsesoiuznoi Akademii arkhitektury, 1939.
228 pp.: ill. 26,5x18 cm. In original full cloth with colored lettering
on the spine and the front cover. Covers soiled and slightly rubbed,
otherwise very good and clean internally.
First and only edition. One of 2500 copies. Scarce.
A valuable source on architectural decoration traditions
in Samarkand, Bukhara, Merv, Termez, Uzgen, Samarra, Tashkent,
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
LoC, Princeton,
Columbia, Indiana,
Chicago, Harvard,
California, New
York, Michigan
and Washington
Universities, Getty
Institute.

settlements of Iran, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
The book by a well-known art historian Boris Denike (18851941) who headed Soviet archaeological expeditions to Central and
Western Asia, including a mission to ancient Termez. In 1927-1928
Denike was a director of the Museum of East Cultures (Moscow). Even
earlier he published the first Russian book on the art history of the
medieval Muslim countries - ‘The Art of the East’ (Kazan, 1923). He was
one of the key figures contributing to Soviet exploration of Central
Asian history and art.
The work contains more than 200 photographs depicting
original decoration of Central and Western Asian architecture. They
feature walls, windows and columns of temples, shrines, private houses
of wealthy people built in the 10th - 15th centuries and designed with
wood, stone, terracotta, plaster carving, tile cladding and frescoes. They
supplemented Denike’s analyses of materials, patterns and techniques
used. A full list of illustrations is printed at the end of the book.
$950
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Worldcat shows
printed copies
located in Yale and
North Carolina
Universities.

[ B E S T B O O K O N T H E PA L A C E O F S O V I E T S ]

Atarov, N.S. Dvorets Sovetov [i.e. The Palace of Soviets]. Moscow:
Moskovskii rabochii, 1940. 164 pp., 20 ills. 22x17,5 cm. In original cloth
with lettering and a photograph mounted on the front cover; granitepatterned endpapers. Spine slightly rubbed, a few small and pale
informal stamps of Soviet period, otherwise near fine.
First and only edition. One of 5000 copies. Very rare in this
condition.
Good example of the book design produced by Solomon
Telingater (1903-1969) and the finest edition glorifying the Palace of
Soviets.
It well presented Telingater’s principle to make a book as a
sophisticated artistic construction. Due to the great experience in type
design and printing processes, Telingater was entrusted to do whatever
he wanted in a printing shop. He could print and correct every page as
many times as it took until he was satisfied. This particular mock-up was
created with small monochrome drawings going along the text. They
feature world constructions, some masterpieces of Soviet architecture
built in the industrialization period, as well as various projects of the
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Palace of Soviets. Twenty inserts included photographs by A. Sorkin
and drawings by Boris Rybchenkov, made on the construction site and
captured those operations that had been really implemented. Apart
from them, projects of the whole building and its parts, illustrations
relating to its interior are featured. The granite-patterned endpapers
resonated with the external facing of the building. One of the chapters
was devoted to materials chosen. According to the book, several
expeditions had been organized and only Caucasian light granite fitted
the requirements.
The book comprehensively analyzed a project of the Palace of
Soviets as a triumph of contemporary architecture, combining possible
and nearly impossible. The number of decorations in the project was
close to fantasy. For example, all wall-paintings together could have
occupied an area comparable to six Red Squares. Involving folk art
masters from all over the country, art objects of all techniques and
materials were planned. Creators paid special attention to problems of
acoustics, crowd arranging, electrification, cleaning and air supply - the
whole Weather Factory was projected for air conditioning. Telephone,
telegraph and post services were also supposed to be.
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The author Nikolai Atarov
(1907-1978) was not an architect,
but a writer able to spectacularly
tell about the main project of the
century, a symbol of Soviet power
and triumph, the center of new
Moscow. “Borders of countries will
disappear. Communist settlements,
not similar to old cities, will arise.
The Palace of Soviets, crowned with
Ilyich statue, will still stand on the
bank of the Moscow River”.
SOLD
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Not found in
Worldcat.

[ B I B L I O G R A P H Y O N H I S T O RY O F S O V I E T A R C H I T E C T U R E ]

Zubar’, M. Ob osnovnykh problemakh i metodakh izucheniia istorii
arkhitektury [i.e. On the Main Problems and Methods of Studying the
History of Architecture]. [Kharkiv]: KhIIKS, 1940. 144 pp. 18,5x13,5 cm.
In original printed wrappers. Faded, a few stains and underlines, some
creases and tears of p. 11-14 corners (text is attached but readable),
contemporary signature on the front cover and p. 25, otherwise very
good.
First and only edition. One of 160 copies.
Very rare publication of the Kharkiv Institute of Communal
Construction Engineers. It is both a review of early studies of the history
of Soviet architecture and a manual on how to compile such works
properly and how to learn them.
This particular book was written by Ukrainian artist Mikhail
Zubar’ (1907-1992). He studied under avant-garde artist Vasil Ermilov,
as well as A. Marenko and I. Padalki in the 1920s, during that time he
created a series of engravings. Yet, Zubar’ became known as an art
historian rather than an artist.
He analyzed essential sources on the history of Soviet
architecture, printed in periodical and book editions until 1940. The
text is complemented with indexes of names, books, monuments and
geographic objects.
$950
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ TO T H E RO OT S O F WO M E N ’ S M OV E M E N T ]

Kettler, H. Chto takoye zhenskaya emansipatsiya? Rech’ g-zhi I. Kettler,
pred. «Nem. o-va zhen. reformy» / Per. I. Naumenko. [i.e. What is Women’s
Emancipation? A Speech by Mrs. H. Kettler, Head of the ‘Women’s German
Association for Reform’/Translated by I. Naumenko]. Odessa: G. Beylenson
i I. Yurovskiy, 1893. 32 pp. 17.7x11.7 cm. In original publisher’s wrappers.
Wrappers loose, loss of the pieces of the spine, mild damp stains on the
wrappers. Otherwise in a good condition.
Scarce. First edition. Translated into Russian by I. Naumenko.
This interesting piece features a Russian translation of a public
speech given by Hedwig Kettler (1851-1937), one of the major figures
in German feminism.
The 19th century Germany witnessed the rise of women’s
movement and the emergence of numerous female organizations,
among which the Women’s Association for Reform was perhaps one of
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the most effective. Established by the women’s rights activist Hedwig
Kettler in 1888, the organization founded the first full-fledged German
girls’ Gymnasium in Karlsruhe in 1893. The association constantly
organized fund-raising drives, petitions, and public appeals to raise
awareness of women’s rights across the country. It must have been
during one of such assemblies that Kettler addressed the audience with
the speech What is Women’s Emancipation. The Russian translation of
the speech was printed as a part of the series International Library in
1893 and perfectly coincided with the increasing interest in the study
of women’s rights in Russia. Four years after the appearance of the
booklet, the Women’s Association for Reform was disbanded because
of a disagreement between Kettler and other committee members.
In 1898, Kettler established the Women’s Association for Educational
Reform. However, she eventually switched to writing, contributing
short stories to various magazines and publishing two books: Everyday
Stories and Sketches.
$750

10

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ W O M E N ’ S R I G H T S I N T H E E A R LY 2 0 T H C E N T U RY R U S S I A ]

Polyansky, A. Russkaya zhenshchina na gosudarstvennoy i
obshchestvennoy sluzhbe: Sb. postanovleniy i rasporyazheniy pravitel’stva,
opredelyayushchikh prava i obyazannosti rus. zhenshchin po sluzhbe, s pril.
ustavov i polozheniy kazen. i chast. vspom. kass i o-v, uslugami kotorykh
mozhet pol’zovat’sya zhenshchina [i.e. Russian Woman in the Civil and
Public Service: A Collection of the Government Decrees and Orders Defining
the Rights and Duties of the Russian Women in Service with the Charters
and Regulations of the Treasury and Private Assistance Funds and Societies,
the Services of which a Woman Can Use]. Unofficial edition. Moscow: S.
Skirmunt, 1901. VI, 264, 499 pp. 13x19.1 cm. In owner’s contemporary
half-leather binding. General wear and rubbing, pre-revolutionary
library stamp (“A Library of the Z. K. ZH. D. Employee Control”) on the
front endpaper, title-page, p. III, rear endpaper, and the recto of the rear
board. Otherwise internally clean copy.
Scarce. First unofficial edition.
This curious edition offers a rare insight into the history of
women’s rights in Russia.
In the mid-19th century, Tsarist Russia was dominated by a
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conservative-patriarchal system that limited women (except the upper
stratum) to weak social and legal protection, lack of political rights,
and inability to actualize professional knowledge. This concept was
the basis of legislation, supported by both the highest bodies of state
power and significant part of the country’s population.
Interest in the study of women’s rights in Russia emerged at
the end of the 19th century, when the share of female labor in factories
and craft workshops increased as a result of the industrial production
growth. Subsequently, the domestic historiography of the women’s
movement had been enriched by a number of important works, among
which Polyansky’s Russian Woman in the Civil and Public Service offers
perhaps the most detailed insights into the early 20th century Russian
women’s rights.
Printed in 1901, the edition houses a collection of government
decrees and orders that define the rights and duties of Russian women
workers. The publication consists of two sections. The first section
features regulations concerning women in civil service, while the
second section offers legislative acts applicable to the public system.
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Complemented by the statutes and regulations of the treasury and
private assistance funds, the edition offers a unique vision of Tsarist
legislative framework, which included such grotesque directives that
prohibited female telegraphists from sorting letters and allowed
women to work in the public control sector only in the field of railway
stations.
Overall, an extremely rare evidence of the Russian women’s
struggle in the early 20th century.
$1,500
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ E A R LY F E M I N I S M I N G E O R G I A ]

Godovoy otchet o deyatel’nosti Obshchestva kavkazskikh zhenshchin
za 1913-1914 god [i.e. Annual Report on the Activities of the Society of
Caucasian Women]. Tbilisi: tipografia Esperanto, 1914. 32 pp. 15x22.5
cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Mild stains on the front
wrapper, pencil markings throughout the copy. Otherwise in a very good
condition.
First edition. Scarce.
A RARE EVIDENCE OF THE EARLY GEORGIAN FEMINISM.
The history of women’s organizations in Georgia can be traced
back to the late 19th century, when the Georgian society witnessed
the emergence of the first female committees. These early women’s
movements became a prerequisite for the drastic increase in the number
of Georgian female organizations in the early 20th century. One of the
most influential of such establishments was The Society of Caucasian
Women founded in 1909 and aimed at providing women in need with
both moral and material support. The activities of the society included
organization of various courses, libraries, reading rooms, entertaining
events, lectures, and workshops, publication of books, initiation of
mutual funds, etc.
Written in Russian, the edition reviews all of the major projects
undertaken by The Society of Caucasian Women during the period from
May 11, 1913 to May 11, 1914. From the organizational structure to
the annual expenses, the brochure sheds light on the future agenda of
the club and features a lesser-known information on the initiatives of
the organization, including public readings, tours, entertaining events,
etc. The edition contains 3 budget sheets with specific financial data
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(divided in two sections - expenses/
incomes), as well as 3 charts capturing
estimated expenses and gains for the
year 1914-1915. Each of the tables
defines the sources of income and
objects of expenses of the society and
its affiliated Club of Worker Women/
Georgian Section. The publication closes
with a list of The Society of Caucasian
Women members which indicates 133
names.
Overall, a rare insight into the
lesser-known activities of the early
Georgian women’s organization.
$450
No 11
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Not found on
WorldCat as well
as the first edition.

[ WO M E N ’ S C L U B I N T H E V I L L AG E ]

Tumim, O. Zhenskii klub v derevne [i.e. Women’s Club in the Village]. 2nd
ed. Petrograd: Nachatki znanii, 1919. 32 pp. 18x15 cm. Publisher’s
printed wrappers with yellow ornamented frame on the front wrapper.
Very good. Some rubbing and soiling of the wrappers.
Second edition (first edition was printed earlier the same year).
Very rare.
This edition consists of two parts. In the first the story of the
nurse Anna is told, she was tired of hungry and poor life in the city and
decided to go to a village where she spontaneously created a club for
women. The second part is her letter to a teacher Maria in a nearby
village titled “How to Organize a Club and Its Work”. In this letter Anna
gives practical advice on how to start the club and how to engage
women. Both parts are written in a colloquial language to be easily
understandable for all people. Cultural and Educational Cooperative
Partnership “Nachatki Znanii” (i.e. Rudiments of Knowledge) saw
its purpose in organizing peasants and workers and helping them
to start self-organize and self-educate. One of the forms of such
self-organization was a club both in cities and villages. USSR was
formed only in 1922 and mass building of the clubs started later but
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in 1919, after the WWI and during the Civil war, there was already a
need in mobilizing, organizing and educating people. An important
condition for the successful solution of the women’s question was
the implementation of the Leninist plan for the cultural revolution in
the USSR. Along with the socialist industrialization of the country, the
collectivization of agriculture, the fair solution of the national question,
the cultural revolution played a huge role in developing the creative
initiative of working people, including women, in fully engaging them
in building a new society led by the Leninist party. Later the Communist
Party and the Soviet government directed efforts, as A.M. Kollontai
wrote, to ‘‘on one hand raise with the help of clubs, schools and
generally broad education, a cultural level, to develop knowledge, on
the other, to bring life into accord with more protecting the interests of
women Soviet laws’’. The content of the cultural work of the Soviet state
reflected the Leninist course of enhancing the participation of women
in the construction of a new life.
Overall, a rare example of early club propaganda for women.
$950
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HEALTH CARE

13

Worldcat shows a
copy of the edition
at Princeton
University Library.

[ A N E A R LY S O V I E T S T U D Y O F S L E E P ]

Plavil’shchikov, N.N. Son: Biologicheskiy ocherk [i.e. Sleep: Biological
Essay]. Vologda: Severnyy pechatnik, 1927 (tip. Poligraftresta «Severnyy
pechatnik»). 65 pp. 19x12 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers.
Tears of the spine, wrappers detached. Otherwise internally clean copy.
Scarce. First edition.
AN INTERESTING WORK DEDICATED TO THE STUDY OF SLEEP
PHENOMENON.
Published in 1927, this brochure attempts to illuminate
biological peculiarities of sleep. The book was written by the noted
Soviet entomologist, zoologist, and one of the most prolific science
popularizers of the time, Nikolay Plavilshchikov (1892-1962). In the
edition, the author sheds light on the external and internal characteristics
of the state of sleep and unfolds their correlation with such factors as
alcohol, hypnosis, drugs, etc. The book offers a brief historical overview
of both foreign and Soviet sleep theories and extends upon the topic
of sleep deprivation with an emphasis on its causes and effect on the
viability of animals and humans. The edition came out as a part of the
series published by the State Timiryazev Scientific-Research Institute
and intended to propagate the natural-scientific basis of dialectical
materialism (a philosophy of science and nature that accepts the
evolution of the natural world and the emergence of new qualities of
being at new stages of evolution).
Plavilshchikov went down in the history of the Soviet literature
mainly for his contribution to the development of the study of natural
history. Some of his most well-known works include Gomunkulus [i.e.
Homunculus] (1958), Ocherki po istorii zoologii [i.e. Essays on the
History of Zoology] (1941), Fauna SSSR [i.e. Fauna of the USSR], etc.
Plavilshchikov’s name is also connected with the infamous incident that
occurred during his early years in the Zoological Institute. The scientist
shot his professor, Grigorii Kozhevnikov and his maid (both survived)
in 1921. The attack was labeled as the acute episode of schizophrenia,
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and Nikolay was placed in the
psychiatric hospital for a couple
of months. He was reinstituted
after Kozhevnikov’s death in
1933 and spent his entire
life working in the Zoological
Institute. In 1946, he was
appointed the role of the Deputy
Director of the Museum.
$350

No 13

14

Worldcat shows 1
copy of the edition
at University of
Texas Libraries.

[ A G A I N S T I L L E G A L A B O R T I O N I N T H E E A R LY S O V I E T U N I O N ]

Gofmekler, A. Abort: (Vykidysh) [i.e. Abortion: (Miscarriage)]. Moscow: izdvo «Okhrana materinstva i mladenchestva» NKZ, 1928. 30 pp., [2] pp. of
ads: ill., diagrams. In original wrappers. Near fine.
Second edition. First edition published in 1925. Scarce. Our
copy includes two identical front and back wrappers unlike the rest of
the print-run.
In October 1920, the Bolsheviks adopted the ‘Decree on
Women’s Healthcare’, which legalized abortion within the Russian
Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. After the RSFSR, the law was
introduced in Ukraine (5 July 1921) and then the remainder of the USSR,
thus turning the Soviet government into the first government in Europe
to allow abortion.
The Communists saw legalization as a temporary necessity, as
after the economic crisis and nearly a decade of unrest, revolution, and
civil war, many women sought termination of pregnancy due to not
being able to take care of their children. Yet, against the background
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of the increasing abortion rate (2.91 per live birth) and deteriorating
demographic situation, the Soviets tried to oppose the dissemination
of the abortion practice by any means. In order to fight a high number
of lethal incidents, Soviet doctors propagated the use of contraceptives
and published numerous works educating women on the subject.
This interesting edition, written by Soviet pediatrician Abram
Gofmekler (1885-1944), provides a rare insight into the Soviet Union’s
struggle against illegal abortion in the 1920s. The book was first
published in 1925 and went through five editions, which came out in
1928 (second and third) and 1929 (fourth and fifth), respectively. The
publication consists of five sections with each focusing on a specific
topic: Natural Miscarriage, Abortion, Consequences of Abortion, Women’s
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Health Care and Contraceptives. The edition is mainly directed at
undermining the midwifery practice and educating women on the proper
ways of pregnancy termination. In the book, the author concentrates on
the causes of natural miscarriage (poor working conditions, maternal
health problems) and abortion (poverty, ‘obsolete’ desire to hide
pregnancy) and offers a comparison of abortion procedures performed
by a professional doctor and a midwife. Gofmekler also elaborates upon
the measures carried out by the Soviet government to ensure maternal
health care (committees authorizing abortion) and ends his narrative
with the detailed review of the contraceptives that women could use
in the 1920-s Soviet Union. The book is supplemented with 7 black and
white illustrations showing consequences of abortion performed by a
midwife (illustration #3 depicts men burying abortion patient), human
embryo at different months of pregnancy, etc. The edition also includes
tables with the information on about the age of women who applied for
an abortion at the Krupskaya maternity hospital, percentage of women
with fever after abortion, before and after the adoption decree of the
People’s Commissariat of Health on abortion, etc.
Overall, an interesting vision of the 1920-s Soviet attitude
towards abortion.
On June 27, 1936, the Soviet Union made abortion illegal again,
stemming largely from concerns about population growth. After Stalin’s
death in 1953, the Soviet government revoked the 1936 laws and issued
a new law on abortion. The decree stated that ‘measures carried out by
the Soviet state to encourage motherhood and protect infancy, as well
as the uninterrupted growth of the consciousness of women’, allowed
for the change in policy.
$750
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ H Y P N O S I S I N M I D W I F E RY A N D G Y N E C O L O G Y ]

Zdravomislov, V. Opyty primeneniya gipnoza v akusherstve i ginekologii
[i.e. Experience of the Appliance of Hypnosis in Midwifery and Gynecology].
Leningrad; Moscow: Gos. med. izd-vo, 1930. 12.5x17.5 cm. Printed
wrappers. Fine.
Scarce. First edition.
This is the first comprehensive Soviet study of the use of
hypnotic suggestion in midwifery and gynecological practice. Printed
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in 1930, the publication is based on Professor
Zdravomislov’s 5-year experience of conducting
over 1,000 hypnotic sessions at Wideman
maternity home and Sestroretsk resort under the
supervision of Doctor V. Finne. In the edition, the
author proposes an exception or limitation in
the use of chloroforms, ethers and other drugs,
and instead encourages the use of hypnotic
suggestion, especially in gynecology: For every
doctor, knowledge of psychotherapy is desirable,
but for a gynecologist it is a must. After all,
a significant number of women’s subjective
suffering has a psychogenic basis. The publication
consists of 4 sections: Operations (Abortions)
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under Hypnosis; Childbirth under Hypnosis; Hypnosis Treatment of
Indomitable Vomiting of Pregnant Women; and the Use of Hypnosis
in Clinical Practice. The book brings together a detailed description
of more than 70 cases of successful application of hypnosis in the
author’s personal practice of conducting abortions, taking childbirth,
curing indomitable vomiting and such issues as nocturnal emission,
erotophobia, excessive masturbation, constipation, low milk supply,
etc. Each example features information on the patient (name; age),
often profession, details of sexual life, pre-hypnosis state, procession
of the sessions, and the outcome. The author highlights the critical
factors for successful hypnotic process (the authority of the doctor,
positive suggestion, suitable environment) and concludes that if they
are observed, hypnotic suggestion can completely replace the use of
anesthesia in gynecological practice.
V. Zdravomislov - a Soviet doctor, author of the works: Gipnoz i
vnusheniye v akusherstve i ginekologii [i.e. Hypnosis and Suggestion in
Midwifery and Gynecology] (1937); Voprosy psikhoterapii [i.e. Questions
of psychotherapy] (1966); Nevrozy i somaticheskiye rasstroystva [i.e.
Neuroses and somatic disorders] (1966), etc.
$450
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[ H O W T O I M P R O V E Y O U R M E M O RY : E A R LY S O V I E T A P P R O A C H
TO MNEMONICS]

No copies found in
Worldcat.

Nifantov, G. Pamyat’, yeye nedostatki i mery k ikh ustraneniyu [i.e. Memory,
Its Shortcomings and Measures to Eliminate Them]. Odessa: 1931. 174
pp., [2] pp.: ill. In original publisher’s printed wrappers. Rubbed spine,
slightly toned, Soviet library stamp and inventory number on the titlepage. Otherwise in a very good condition.
Scarce. Second edition. First edition published in 1929.
The establishment of the Communist regime posed new
challenges to the Soviet Society. From the ideology’s roots in the mid-19th
and early-20th century, political authorities expected a New Soviet Man
and Woman to develop qualities reflecting surrounding circumstances
of post-scarcity and unprecedented scientific development. As a result,
one of the central places in the ‘construction’ of the new Soviet society
was given to the problem of memory and its improvement mechanisms.
Printed in 1931, this second edition of the book traces the ways of coping
with memory ‘errors’ and serves as an interesting document of the Soviet
approach to mnemonics. In the book, the author starts off with the basic
information on the human brain and its functioning and step by step
introduces main characteristics of memory. According to G. Nifantov,
although complaints of poor memory are usually reported by people
suffering from absent-mindedness, memory failures are characteristic
for every person. The author presents a detailed analysis of numerous
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examples of exercises for aiding memory from both foreign and Soviet
practice and exposes ‘fake’ specialists for their attempts to establish
illogical ties between the brain and the object of memorization (one of
such examples: in order to memorize new words (fish, paper, mountain)
one should use the words that he already knows (Turk, crayfish, dinner)
and form phrases such as Turk overate fish; Crayfish has no idea what
the paper is; After dinner, you don’t want to climb the mountain). Instead,
Nifantov sets off two main factors on the way to successful memory
improvement: hygiene and expediency. While the former implies such
details as ventilation of the workplace, temperature control, healthy
eating, proper sleep regime, etc., the latter suggests that memory
aiding largely depends on repetition, increasing interest towards the
object of memorization, establishing logical associations, systematizing
repetition process (in intervals), and strengthening stimulus (ex: using
large script, colors, etc). The author believes that in case of compliance
with all of the above mentioned methods, any person can improve the
abilities of his memory.
The edition includes black and white illustrations showing
sense centers in the human brain, different apparatuses for measuring
functioning of memory, etc.
Overall, an interesting Soviet approach to the ways of improving
memory.
$450
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ M E N TA L I L L N E S S E S D U R I N G H O S T I L I T I E S ]

Psikhozy i psikhonevrozy voyny: Sbornik [i.e. Psychoses and Psychoneuroses
during the War: Collection of Articles]. Leningrad; Moskva: Lenbiomedgiz,
1934. 150, 2 pp.: tables. 22x15 cm. In original printed wrappers. Tears of
the spine and rubbed edges. Otherwise in a very good condition.
Scarce. First edition.
The first Soviet attempt at studying mental and psychoneurotic diseases during military operations.
The pre-war Soviet reality was characterized by the skeptical
attitude towards military psychiatry. By the order of the People’s
Commissariat for Health (Narkomzdrav), the psychiatric service in
the army was almost eliminated, since according to the views of the
political leadership of the time, there should be no mental illness in the
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army collective in the era of great transformations. Even more, mental
disorders, which were viewed as simulative behaviour, often aroused
discussions on disciplinary and criminal responsibility of neurotic
military personnel.
Against this background, the publication of the collective work
Psychoses and Psychoneuroses during the War took Soviet society by
surprise. The book was issued under the initiative of the Psychiatric
Department of the Military Medical Academy, which set itself the task
of studying the issue of mental disorders observed during hostilities:
It is clear that we must carefully prepare for a future defensive war.
Importantly, the work served as the only Soviet manual of its kind
used by the medical personnel in World War II. The collection consists
of 5 articles: General Questions of Psychopathology in War; Wartime
Neuroses; Psychoneurological diseases in the Red Army; Severe
Military Psychoses; and Organization of Psychiatric and Neurological
Care in the Red Army during the War. The work concentrates on
different manifestations of a psychotic state in servicemen (contusional
psychosis, emotional neurosis, hysterical traumatic diseases, traumatic
neurosis, etc.) and offers detailed instructions on the treatment of the
patients. The authors set off hysterical episodes as the most difficult
form of psychoneuroses, calling on political apparatus to pay particular
attention to those inclined towards the risk-group. Interestingly, one
of the authors, Bogen, highlights the Red Army’s dominant position
in the fight against mental illnesses and states that with the help
of communist ideology Soviet doctors can easily assist deceased
servicemen. The last section of the book features tables showing the
number of psychotic cases during WW1, distribution of patients in
accordance with clinical forms and elaborates upon the organisation of
psychiatric help (psychiatric wagon, psycho-help in the area of the frontline rear, scheme of evacuation: regiment-isolator-evacuation base for
the mentally ill, etc.). Each article is followed by the bibliography, which,
because of the lack of Soviet material, is usually presented with foreign
literature.
The collection features articles by D. Bogen, N. Bondarev, S.
Gol’man, V. Makarov, S. Ronchevskiy. The book is edited and preceded
by an introductory article written by Viktor Osipov (1871-1947), Soviet
psychiatrist and one of the founders of the pathophysiological direction
in Russian psychiatry.
Overall, an important document that served as the ABC of the
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treatment of mental illnesses for Soviet doctors during WWII.
$450
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IV

MUSIC

18

Worldcat shows 1
copy of the edition
at University of
North Carolina at
Chapel Hill .

[ S Y N T H E S I S O F M U S I C A N D P O E T RY ]

Sabaneev, L. Muzyka rechi: Estet. Issledovaniye [i.e. Music of Speech:
Aesthetic Research]. Moscow: Rabotnik prosveshcheniya, 1923. 190, [1]
pp., 4 pp. of tables: ill. In original wrappers. Very good, foxing of the
wrappers and a few pages, two small fragments of the spine lost, small
tears of the wrappers’ margins, signature on the t.p. (pen).
Extremely scarce first edition. One of 2,000 copies. One of the
first Soviet studies of music of speech.
The end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century in
Russian poetry was characterized by the predominant state of symbolist
movement. Representatives of the trend, as well as their predecessors romantics, conceived music as a particularly significant form of art. This
interest towards music was dictated both by the feeling of the inner
closeness of poetry and music, and by the intensity of the development
of musical art at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries Russia.
The intense dialogue between music and poetry, begun by the
Symbolists, was taken up by the next generation, which, above all, paid
specific attention to the aggravation of the sound. The performances
of Igor Severyanin, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Vasily Kamensky, Alexey
Kruchenykh, David Burliuk and other authors who belonged to various
futuristic groups marked a new stage in the conquest of the stage and
the music of the word. Thus, the music of the Silver Age, combining
cosmism, on the one hand, and subjective emotionality, on the other,
turned into a special philosophical and aesthetic category that soon
became the embodiment of the Soviet idea of the synthesis of arts. As a
result, from the first years of the establishment of the Communist state,
studies devoted to the connection between music and poetry began to
appear in Soviet print.
The aesthetic research of the famous Russian musicologist
and composer Leonid Sabaneev (1881-1968) Music of Speech serves
as one of the earliest Soviet works on the topic. The narrative, which
is limited to the music of Russian speech, represents an outcome of
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more than a 10 year-long study conducted
by the author. In the book, Sabaneev defines
the essence of the music of speech as the
sound being of speech without relation to its
symbolism of images and ideas. Interestingly,
the author also offers a brief analysis of
the Russian poetry, outlining the relatively
primitive stage of the development of the
art of word. According to Sabaneev, in a
passionate pursuit of innovative trends in
art, Russian poets often throw themselves
into the field of beyond-aesthetic elements.
The text, which fleetly mentions the zaum
language and highlights its coverage of
emotionality and aesthetic beauty, mainly
focuses on the Symbolist poets, setting off
Konstantin Balmont’s (1867-1942) poetry for
its special musical sensitivity to sound and
intuitiveness to the magic of verse. The book
consists of 9 chapters and concentrates on a variety of topics from
the importance of rhythm and breathing in speech to euphony and
intonation profile. The author’s aesthetic research is accompanied with
a number of illustrative examples from the works of Nikolay Gogol,
Konstantin Balmont, Alexander Pushkin, Valery Bryusov, etc. The edition
also includes six tables showing samples of speech recording in a
three-line system, Pushkin’s lyrical style of genus, etc. The book came
out with the circulation of 2,000 copies and was published three years
before Sabaneev’s emigration to France.
Leonid Sabaneev was a noted Soviet musicologist, music
critic, composer and scientist, one of the first biographers of Alexander
Scriabin (1871-1915). Sabaneev studied mathematics, physics and
natural sciences at the Moscow University and received musical
education at the Moscow Conservatory under Nikolai RimskyKorsakov, Sergei Taneyev, Nikolai Zverev, and Paul de Schlözer. In the1920s, Leonid emerged as one of the leading Soviet music theorists
publishing numerous studies: ‘‘Jewish National School in Music’’ (1924),
‘‘General History of Music’’ (1925), ‘‘History of Russian Music’’ (1924), etc.
Sabaneyev left Russia in 1926 and relocated to Paris where -he was
actively engaged in diverse music-related activities. Some of his most
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famous musical pieces include: Piano Sonata, Op. 15, the oratorio The
Revelation of St John (1940), a Funeral March in Memory of Beethoven,
etc.
$450
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Harvard
University
and Columbia
University
Libraries.

[ S O C I O L O G I C A L N AT U R E O F M U S I C ]

Lunacharsky, A. Voprosy sotsiologii muzyki [i.e. Questions of the Sociology
of Music]. Moscow: Gosudarstvennaya akademiya khudozhestvennykh
nauk, 1927. 135 pp. In original wrappers. Very good, some restorations
of the spine, a couple of pale small stains on p.1 (not t.p.).
First edition. Extremely rare. One of 1000 copies. One of the
first comprehensive Soviet books dedicated to the topic of the sociology
of music.
The 20th century was characterized by the rapid development
of sectoral sociologies, including the sociology of art, which, above all,
covered such fields as literature, cinema, theatre, etc. The synthesis
of musicology, sociology, and aesthetics led to the emergence of the
sociology of music, an impetus for the analysis of which was given by
the last unfinished work of Max Weber The Rational and Sociological
Foundations of Music (1921).
In Russia, the study of musical and sociological problems
began at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. During the Soviet
years, its research was associated with such prominent figures of
Russian culture and art as Boris Asafiev, Roman Gruber, and Boleslav
Yavorsky, and Anatoly Lunacharsky (1875-1933). The latter made a
significant contribution to the development of the discipline through
the publication of ‘Questions of the Sociology of Music’.
Printed in 1927, this book was written by the first Bolshevik
Soviet People’s Commissar (Narkompros), an active playwright, critic,
and essayist Anatoly Lunacharsky. One of the first comprehensive
Soviet analyses of the subject, the edition consists of six sections:
Music and Revolution, Taneev and Skryabin, A New Book about Music,
About Sociological Method in the Theory and History of Music,
Fundamentals of Art Education, and One of the Shifts in Art. In the
narrative, the author emphasizes the necessity to study music from
the standpoint of the Marxist method, which, from his point of view,
serves as the only guarantee of the scientific nature of the research.
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Lunacharsky offers a thorough examination
of the following theoretical works devoted to
musical and sociological сonceptions: Anatoly
Butskoy’s
Neposredstvennyye
dannyye
muzyki [i.e. Direct Music Data] (1925),
Max Veber’s the Rational and Sociological
Foundations of Music, and articles published
by Boris Asafyev’s Department of History
and Theory of Music at the Leningrad State
Institute of Art History. Interestingly, while
the author provides constructive criticism
of all publications, he, arguably, reveals
most criticism towards Weber. According to
Lunacharsky, the German sociologist neglects
two pillars of music - physical substrate
and physiological side of music - without a
careful consideration of which, his further
reasoning turns out groundless. The book also
includes a theoretical sketch on Taneev and
Scryabin in which the author presents an engaging comparison of the
great Russian composers in terms of sociology of music. The edition
is supplemented with a transcript of Lunacharsky’s speech on music
education against the background of practical sociology and a brief
article on the connection between music and revolution. Importantly,
the author criticizes Meyerhold’s famous practice of biomechanics in
the play Uchitel’ Bubus [i.e. Teacher Bubus] (1924/1925) and instead
underlines the importance of socio-mechanics.
Overall, an interesting Soviet work on the sociological nature
of music.
$350
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[MARCH AND SING]

Uspenskaia, K. Muzykal’noe oformlenie demonstratsii: (Opyt raboty
v Moskve 1 maia 1931 g.) [i.e. Music Accompaniment of Demonstration
(Moscow Work Experience on May 1, 1931)]. Moscow: Gos. muzykal’noe
izdatel’stvo, 1931. 32 pp. 17x13 cm. In original constructivist wrappers.
Uncut pages. Back cover slightly soiled, otherwise near fine.
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Only copy is
located in
University of
Kansas.

First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
Interesting manual on the establishment of ‘truly proletarian’
music for marches.
Musical culture in the Soviet Union was completely controlled
by the communist party until the 1960s. A new type of mass song had
been developed in the 1920s and became the only form of vocal art in the
state. Meanwhile, old music and some foreign genres of contemporary
music were considered underground and bypassed official events.
First of all, music was a powerful method of propaganda.
Relevant children’s songs started to appear in 1925. Early Soviet
collections of preschool melodies and texts prove that the Soviet Union
raised a socialist man from childhood. It kept up with songs for different
school grades, further education institutions and factory production as
well.
All mass events could be accompanied by singing or music
performing. Under the direction of a skillful manager, any event might
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be ended with collective vocal performance. It promoted revolutionary
methods, shock-workers’ movement, socialist construction, etc. One
of the key Soviet holidays was May Day when demonstrations were
organized in all cities. According to this book, the 1920s marches were
accompanied by spontaneous songs, in particular common music that
soldiers used to perform. By the 1930s, this issue attracted the attention
of party organizations. They revised lyrics, melodies and even ways to
perform. New mass melodies and texts were widely broadcasted being
a background of club activities and the working process. Numerous
sheet music brochures were published and factories bought thousands
of them.
The brochure opens with a quote: “Combative proletarian
songs should sound during the demonstration”. It was a manual
explaining what to study and how to organize it, but summarized the
results of the earliest campaign as well. Comparing demonstrations
held in October 1930 and May 1931, the author wrote that repertoire
increased the number of revolutionary songs up to 30 percent while
“pseudorevolutionary” music still existed and prevailed. Reports of some
musical organizations listed their events and methods to teach people
new songs. Interestingly, not all musical institutions were involved:
one provincial college rejected a request to provide musicians for the
campaign because local students were preparing to be performers, not
mass entertainers. Yet, the transformation of Soviet music continued
under the successful industrialization.
$350
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THEATRE

21

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ E A R LY R U S S I A N T H E AT R E I N G E O R G I A ]

Svad’ba. Komediya-vodevil’ v 2-kh deystviyakh [i.e. Wedding. Vaudevillecomedy in 2 acts]. Tbilisi: tipografiya vostochnykh yazykov G. Guliyants,
1851. [2], 50, [2] pp. 21.5x14.5 cm. In original publisher’s wrappers.
Small bits of the wrapper are missing. Foxing but generally in good
condition.
Extremely scarce. First edition.
One of the earliest productions staged on the scene of Russian
theatre in Georgia.
The origins of Georgian theatre go back to the ancient ritual
festivals of fertility, which, after the introduction of Christianity (IV
century), became the basis of the establishment of church theatre and
the development of the practice of folk theatrical performances (such
as Berikaoba). Yet, it was not until the mid-1800s that the Georgian
society witnessed the unprecedented progress of local theatre.
Following the annexation of Georgia by the Russian Empire in
1801, Georgian cultural figures got the chance to become acquainted
with the advanced culture of their northern neighbor and Western
Europe. In the struggle for the development of national theater, the
Georgian public found support from a number of Russian progressive
figures, namely the viceroy of the Caucasus, Mikhail Vorontsov (17821856), who considered the establishment of the Georgian theater as his
primary task.
On March 28, 1845, on the fifth day of Vorontsov’s arrival to
Tbilisi, the viceroy ordered to transfer the building of the arena to the
head of the city engineering department Dmitry Sonin, who, together
with the city architect Ivanov, was to reconstruct the premise for the
private theater of Georgy Yatsenko. Vorontsov allocated 2,900 rubles for
the arrangement of a stage, boxes and an auditorium for 340 spectators,
as well as for the arrival of Yatsenko’s troupe from Stavropol. Finally, on
September 20, 1845, the actors of the Theater Directorate opened their
first season in the arena building. The date went down in history as the
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day of the establishment of the Russian State Theatre in Georgia.
The performances began with the comedy of S. Solovyov in
one act What we have, we do not appreciate, having lost we cry and
the vaudeville of D. Lensky in two acts Solicitor under the table. In the
following years, the number of productions performed on the stage of
the theatre gradually increased, reaching 67 in 1849. The year of 1850
was marked with the production of plays with scenes from local life: on
December 3 and 10, in the benefit performance of the comedian Ivanov,
the comedy-vaudeville by I. Yevlakhov the Wedding was presented
in two acts and three scenes with a plot from the life of the Tbilisi
Armenians. Among the actors invited from Russia were Gendilevich,
Yablochkina, Maksimova, Tsvetkova, Nikolskaya, Ivanov, Petrovskaya, etc.
Printed in 1851, the publication features the text of the play
and serves as the earliest document of the activity of the Russian State
Theatre in Georgia.
On April 10, 1858, with the arrival of the new governor, General
Muravyov, the Russian drama troupe was dismissed for not meeting the
plans of the tsarist government.
In 1850, with the help of Mikhail Voronstov, a Georgian
playwright and poet Giorgi Eristavi (1813-1864) established the first
Georgian professional theatre.
$1,500
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Worldcat
shows copies
of the edition
at Columbia
University
Libraries, Ohio
State University
Libraries,
and Stanford
University.

[ A N T I - C A P I TA L I S T C O M E D Y ]

Reisner, M. Bog i birzha: Sb. revolyuts. p’yes [i.e. God and The Market: A
Collection of Revolutionary Plays]. Moscow: Gos. izd., 1921. 140 pp. In
original wrappers. Very good, signature on the front cover and t.p., some
tears of the spine, small part of the front cover is detached from the
spine.
First edition. Scarce.
A collection of plays against religion and capitalism.
Printed in 1921, this book represents a collection of 6 satirical
plays written by the noted Russian scientist, lawyer, and playwright
Mikhail Reisner (1868-1928). The edition, which was aimed at
enhancing the socialist and revolutionary spirit of Russian society,
houses plays dedicated to the pillars of Bolshevik politics - antireligion
and the vices of the capitalist world. The collection includes the
following dramaturgical works: Vselenskaya birzha [i.e. Universal
Market], Kak Ivan-durak pravdu iskal [i.e. How Ivan the Fool Sought
the Truth], Nebesnaya mekhanika [i.e. Celestial Mechanics], Yesli kapital
pobedit [i.e. If Capital Wins], Tri Iisusa [i.e. Three Jesuses], and Prorok
[i.e. Prophet]. In the preface to the edition, the author notes that some
of the plays allow extensive revision, further insertions, and additions
in the style of Commedia dell’arte, which, after years of flourishment
and active promotion by the directors Vsevolod Meyerhold, Vakhtang
Mchedlov, and Yevgeny Vakhtangov, entered a new phase of decline in
early-1920s Russia. By the time the book was published, the first three
of the plays had already been performed on the stage of the Vol’naya
komediya [i.e. Free Comedy] theatre in Petrograd. In fact, the play
Nebesnaya mekhanika, directed by the noted Russian theatre director
Nikolay Evreinov (1879-1959) (he also directed Vselenskaya birzha and
Kak Ivan-durak pravdu iskal), was the performance that opened the
first season of Vol’naya komediya in 1920-1921. Yet, the collaboration
between Reisner and the Free Comedy theatre, distinguished with the
wide use of parody, artistic grotesque, and infiltration, turned out to be
short-term. Following the death of Mchedlov and Vakhtangov, as well
as Meyerhold’s shift of focus towards modernist tendencies, Commedia
dell’arte gradually went out of style and the theatre was shut down in
1924.
One of the most influential figures of the early-20th century
Russian law, Mikail Reisner graduated from the law faculty of Warsaw
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University in 1892. In 1903, after being
dismissed from the role of extraordinary
professor at the Department of State Law in
Tomsk University, Mikhail left for Germany.
Abroad, Reisner turned to the study of
Marxism, became close with the leaders of
the German Social Democracy, and entered
into correspondence with Lenin. He returned
to the Russian Empire in 1907 and joined
the ranks of Bolsheviks. After the October
Revolution, at Lenin’s suggestion, Mikhail
headed the department of legislative
assumptions at the People’s Commissariat of
Justice. An active promoter of atheistic ideas,
Reisner was the author of the decree on the
separation of church from state and took part
in drafting the first Soviet constitution - the
Constitution of the RSFSR (1918). Mikhail also
penned a number of plays mainly echoing his
political and anti-religious views.
$750
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Worldcat
shows copies
of the edition
in Columbia
University in the
City of New York
and Yale University
Library.

[ R U S TAV E L I N AT I O N A L T H E AT R E O N T O U R ]

Gruzinskiy dramaticheskiy teatr im. SH.Rustaveli. Gastrol’naya poyezdka
1-go Gosteatra Gruzii imeni Rustaveli: Letniy sezon 1930 g [i.e. Shota
Rustaveli State Drama Theatre. A Tour of the First Shota Rustaveli Georgian
Drama Theatre: Summer Season. 1930]. Tbilisi: Gos. izd-vo SSRG, 1930.
61, [3] pp.: ill. 17.9x13 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers.
Wrappers laminated. Near fine. Loss of the tiny piece of the title-page.
Scarce. First edition. With black-and-white photographs.
An interesting booklet dedicated to the first-ever Soviet tour of
the Shota Rustaveli State Drama theatre.
In the summer of 1930, the Soviet state organized the first
All-Union Theatre Olympiad in Moscow. The Olympiad took place from
June 15 until July 11 and was attended by the competing theatres from
Ukraine, Armenia, Belorussia, Turkmenia, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, etc.
Among the participants was the Shota Rustaveli State Drama Theatre
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of Georgia headed by its director and reformer Sandro Akhmeteli (18861937). The theatre, which at that time was at the height of its brilliance,
performed 4 most famous plays from its repertoire: Lamara, Anzori,
Gaq’ra [i.e. Break Up], and Karta kalakshi [i.e. In the City of Winds]. All
productions were directed by Sandro Akmeteli and designed by one
of the founders of Georgian avant-garde stage design, Irakli Gamrekeli
(1894-1943). Although the Georgian theatre was awarded the First
Prize, the Soviet authorities prohibited its troupe from performing
abroad. Five years later, Akhmeteli was removed from the scene for the
“anti-Soviet activities” and executed after extensive tortures in 1937.
The edition was compiled to commemorate the first-ever Soviet tour of
the Shota Rustaveli State Drama Theatre. The booklet opens with the
brief introduction to the history of the theatre from its revival period in
1920 (when the theatre started its transformation towards modernist
tendencies) until the 1930 tour. The second section offers overviews
of the plays, Lamara and Anzori. The third section features programs
for the productions, and the final chapter provides information on
the theatre staff. The edition is densely illustrated and comprises rare
photographs depicting Sandro Akhmeteli, Irakli Gamrekeli, set designs
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for the plays Lamara, Anzori, Break Up, In the City of Winds, Zagmuk
(directed by Akhmeteli, stage design Gamrekeli; 1926) the building of
the Shota Rustaveli Drama Theatre in Tbilisi, rehearsal, etc.
$350
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition in Harvard
College Library
and Amherst
College Library.

[ T H E AT R E A R T I S T S C R E AT I N G M A S S T H E AT R E ]

Gvozdev, A. Khudozhnik v teatre [i.e. Artist in a Theatre]. Moscow;
Leningrad: Ogiz - Ozogiz - Gos. izd-vo izobrazitel’nykh iskusstv, 1931
([Moskva]: Internatsional’naya tip.). 72 pp.: ill. 17.7x13 cm. In original
illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Loss of the pieces of the spine, front
wrapper slightly loose, previous owner’s ink inscription on the front
wrapper. Otherwise a very good internally clean copy.
Rare. First edition. Wrapper design by an unknown artist.
An interesting manual on the craft of the Soviet theatre artist
written by the noted literary and theatre critic Alexei Gvozdev (18871939). The edition offers a step-by-step guide to the work agenda of
the theatre artist and defines primary goals in the quest of creating
a successful mass theatre. From the comparative analysis of the prerevolutionary and Soviet scenic design to the peculiarities of stage
lighting, the publication covers different topics related to the work of
the theatre artist, including theatre technologies and the use of cinema
techniques on the stage. The edition includes numerous examples of
successful Soviet scenic designs, most of which are attributed to the
theatre of Vsevolod Meyerhold. This is particularly interesting since the
author was considered one of the leading critics of Meyerhold (who fell
victim to the Soviet regime) in the mid-1910s. The publication contains
15 black-and-white illustrations depicting decorations for Ozero Lyul’
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[i.e. Lake Lul] (design by V. Shestakov; directed by Meyerhold in the
Theatre of Revolution in 1923), Bronepoyezd 14-69 [i.e. Armoured Train
14-69] (design by N. Akimov; directed by N. Petrov in the State Academic
Theatre of Drama in Leningrad in 1927), Mandat [i.e. The Mandate]
(design by I. Shlepyanov, directed by V. Meyerhold in the Meyerhold
Theatre in 1925), etc.
The book came out as a part of the series Art in the Masses
edited by the famous Soviet artist and art critic Nikolay Maslenikov
(1895-1950).
$250
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Harvard
University,
Columbia
University
Libraries, New
York Public
Library, Ohio
State University
Libraries, and
University of
Wisconsin Madison.

[ A S O V I E T G U I D E T O T H E AT R E F O R N O V I C E D I R E C T O R S ]

Mironov, K. Rabota rezhissera [i.e. Director’s Work]. Moskva; Leningrad:
Iskusstvo, 1940. 124 pp., 2 ill.: ill. In original cloth binding with stamping.
Very good. Handwritten title on the spine, binding a bit chipped, Soviet
bookshops’ stamps and small torn off label on the recto of the back
cover.
Scarce. One of 3,000 copies.
Written by the Soviet actor and director Konstantin Yakovlevich
Mironov (1901-1941), this interesting work is addressed mainly to
amateur theaters and is designed for novice directors. The book, the
main purpose of which is a consistent presentation to the director of
all stages of work on the play, contains two parts: Preparatory Period of
Work and Work with the Actor. The publication follows the course of the
Soviet theater literature of the 1930s and emphasizes the exceptional
importance of synthesis in art; nevertheless, the author places the
role of the actor as the basis of the director’s work and builds his
narrative from this perspective. The book opens with an introductory
part, in which Mironov focuses on the essence of theatrical art and the
peculiarities of acting. Further, the text examines in detail the process
of preparing for the play and fractionates it into several segments: the
first reading of the play, a general analysis of the work, defining the idea
and theme of the play, determining the artistic features of the play, etc.
The second section of the edition, which entirely concentrates on the
director’s work with the actor, spans a variety of topics from distribution
of roles and first rehearsal to Mise-en-scène and ‘breaking down’ of a
text. The author pays specific attention to the connection between the
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director and the actor and encourages the former to spare no effort to
establish a deep understanding between the two. Importantly, the text
is accompanied by practical examples (such as breaking down Maxim
Gorky’s play Meshchane [i.e. The Philistines] 1901) and numerous
pieces of advice from the author’s own experience both as an actor and
director. The book is based on the materials and lectures received by
Mironov from his pedagogue at Vakhtangov Theatre, a famous Soviet
acting coach Boris Zakhava (1896-1975).
Konstantin Mironov entered Ye. Vakhtangov theatre studio at
the age of 19 and spent most of his life at the theatre, working as a
drama actor and director. From 1926, Mironov concomitantly started
working as an acting pedagogue at the Shchukin School. In the first
days of the outbreak of the war, Mironov joined the people’s militia
and was killed in action in 1941. His theatre productions include: Temp
[i.e. Pace] directed together with O. Basov, A. Orochko, and B. Zakhava
in 1930; Chelovecheskaya komediya [i.e. Human Comedy] directed
together with A. Kozlovsky and B. Zakhava in 1934; etc.
Overall, an interesting insight into the work of the amateur
theatre director.
$550
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Amherst
College Library,
New York Public
Library System,
Yale University
Library, University
of Notre Dame,
Getty Research
Institute, and
University of
California.

[ M AYA K O V S K Y - L I F E T I M E E D I T I O N ]

Mayakovsky, V. O Kurske, o komsomole, o maye, o polete, o Chapline, o
Germanii, o nefti, o 5 internatsionale i o proch: [Stikhi] [i.e. About Kursk,
About the Komsomol, About May, About Flight, About Chaplin, About Oil,
About the Fifth International, and Other: [Verses]. Moscow: Kras. nov’,
1924. 90, [1] pp. 13.4x18 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s avantgarde wrappers by R. Mazel. Soviet bookshop stamp on the rear wrapper,
slight wear. Otherwise near fine.
Scarce. First edition.
A rare lifetime edition of Vladimir Mayakovsky’s collection of
verses with remarkable avant-garde design by Ruvim Mazel (18901967).
After graduating from the Yudel Pen School of Drawing and
Painting in Vitebsk, Mazel entered the St. Petersburg Drawing School of
the Society for the Encouragement of Artists (1906), where he studied
under Roerich and Benoit. In the period from 1910 until 1914, Mazel
attended the Academy of Arts, private studios in Munich, and travelled
across Italy to study the works of the Renaissance masters. When
the war broke out, Ruvim was conscripted into the army and sent to
Turkmenia, where his artistic career took off. In 1922, Mazel, together
with the fellow artists N. Vladychuk and M. Libakov, established an
art studio Avant-Garde Art School of the Orient in Ashgabat. Six years
later, Ruvim returned to Moscow and started working in the publishing
houses Moskva, Krasnaya Nov’, Raduga, etc. The artist actively engaged
with some of the most popular Soviet avant-garde authors, designing
books for Vladimir Mayakovsky and Ilya Ehrebnurg (Trubka [i.e. Tube];
1924).
The edition features Mayakovsky’s nine verses dedicated to
such topics as Kursk, the Komsomol, air flight, Chaplin, Germany, etc.
The publication serves as a rare example of collaboration
between Mazel and Mayakovsky.
$950
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27
Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Harvard
University,
Amherst College
Library, Princeton
University,
Northwestern
University, and
Getty Research
Institute.

[ M AYA K O V S K Y ’ S R E Q U I E M F O R L E N I N ]

Mayakovsky, V. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. Leningrad: Gosizdat, 1925. 94, [1]
pp. 17,2x13 cm. In original printed wrappers with constructivist design
on the front wrapper. Very good, restoration of the spine, pale stain
near spine throught the book, Soviet bookshop’s stamp on the back
cover, front cover sligtly chipped on the lower margin, covers generally
slightly soiled, vertical creases of the front cover.
First edition. One of 10,000 copies. Rare. Cover designed by E.
Shol’te.
This epic poem about Vladimir Ilyich Lenin was written by
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Vladimir Mayakovsky (1893-1930) shortly
after the death of the Bolshevik leader
in 1924. The 3,000-line poem, which
sets the story of Lenin’s life against the
history of capitalism and the trajectory of
Soviet communism, echoes Mayakovsky’s
grief over the loss of the ‘proletarian and
his personal hero’. Although Mayakovsky
never met Lenin, his fascination with the
politician spanned numerous years, and
the death of Ilyich deeply shocked the
author, who wept bitterly at the funeral,
approaching the body at least 10 times.
A couple of months after the ‘farewell’,
Mayakovsky started working upon his
most ambitious poetic project – a poem
about Lenin. Despite the fact that the
author wrote about the Bolshevik leader
earlier (Vladimir Ilyich! in 1920; My ne verim [i.e. We don’t Believe]
in 1923), his knowledge of the life of the politician turned out to be
superficial and the poet sought help from Osip Brik who gave Mayakovsky
a ‘short course’ of Leninism. The poem was completed in early October
1924. In mid-October fragments of the writing appeared in Rabochaya
Moskva, Vechernyaya Moskva, and several provincial newspapers. In
1925 the poem came out as a separate edition and went down in the
history of Soviet literature as the most extensive and widely circulated
poetic piece by the author. Interestingly, Mayakovsky’s fascination with
Lenin might have been one-sided, as on May 6, 1921, Lenin forwarded a
note to Lunacharsky about the publication of Mayakovsky’s poem 150
000 000: ‘You should be ashamed of yourself, having supported the
printing of 5,000 copies of Mayakovsky’s 150 000 000. It’s nonsensical,
utterly silly and pretentious. I reckon no more than 1 of 10 books of this
ilk should be published, and in 1500 copies maximum, for libraries and
oddballs who enjoy reading such things. You, Lunacharsky, should be
caned for your Futurism. Lenin’.
Overall, an important document of Mayakovsky’s possibly
unrequited fascination with the Bolshevik leader.
$950
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ AV I AT I O N ‘ F E V E R ’ I N T H E E A R LY S O V I E T U N I O N ]

Shturm neba: Sb. izbr. avio-stikhov [i.e. Storm of the Sky: Collection of Verses
about Aviation]. Kharkiv: Ukrvozdukhput’, 1924. [78] pp. 11x15.4cm. In
original publisher’s wrappers. Title-page lacks a small fragment at the
top (no text affected). Otherwise in a very good condition.
First edition. This is an extremely rare collection of an early
Soviet verses dedicated to aviation.
The edition, which was printed in Kharkiv in 1924, houses
verses written by the Soviet poets Nikolay Tikhonov, Nikolay Kuznetsov,
Alexander Bezymensky, Semyon Rodov, Vivian Itin, Vladimir Kirillov,
etc., as well as the leading representatives of Futurism: Vladimir
Mayakovsky, Nikolay Aseev, and Vasiliy Katanyan. The collection consists
of 4 sections, Red Flight, Red Wings, Red Pilots, Into the Near Future, and
comprises 23 verses hailing Soviet aviation.
Following the 1917 October Revolution and the end of World
War I, the Bolsheviks became fascinated with the idea of creating a
utopian socialist society. The struggle to build a new Soviet man turned
synonymous with aviation, an obsession with which gripped the entire
country. While Russia had always held one of the leading positions
in the world air flight (in 1911 Russian aviators took their first flight
from St. Petersburg to Moscow), the air ‘craze’ was put into motion in
the early 1920s, when the Soviet government created the nation’s first
major civil air organization, Dobrolet (later Aeroflot). Four months later,
the stock company opened a regular air service between Moscow and
Nizhniy Novgorod. As a result, aviation fever took over almost every
aspect of Communist life, including Soviet press, which became flooded
by the increasing number of writings dedicated to Soviet aviation.
The theme of aviation held a particular place in the oeuvre
of Soviet Futurists, who perceived it as an epitome of boundaryless
freedom. Among some of the most famous works dedicated to aviation
are Aeroplan i pervaya lyubov’ [i.e. Airplane and First Love] by Vladimir
Kamensky (who himself owned an airplane), Letayushchiy proletariy
[Flying Proletarian] by Vladimir Mayakovsky, etc.
$950
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Eight copies were
located in the
Worldcat.

[ VA RVA R A S T E PA N O VA & M AYA K O V S K Y ’ S C O L L A B O R AT I O N ]

Mayakovsky, V. Groznyi smekh. Okna Rosta [i.e. Menacing Laughter:
The Rosta Windows]. Moscow: GIKhL, 1932. [1], 79 pp.: ill. 25х22 сm.
In original constructivist cardboards and dust jacket, both with red
and black lettering. Dust-jacket is backed and slightly restored, but
preserved in its entirety. The cardboards are generally slightly soiled,
some restoration of the spine, pale stains. Otherwise very good.
First edition. One of 3000 copies. Extremely rare in this
condition. Brilliant edition that became the last Mayakovsky’s project
he compiled himself.
The book was designed by constructivist artist Varvara
Stepanova (1894-1958). She created the unusual edition combining
the regular leaves with half-width leaves. The endpapers present
Stepanova’s photomontage with the first four lines of Mayakovsky’s
‘Red hedgehog’ (1920), one of the ROSTA Windows’ texts. For this work
she used a photograph of Red Army soldier by Boris Ignatovich (18991976), a pioneer of Soviet avant-garde photography in the 1920-1930s,
a member of ‘Oktyabr’ art group, who contributed to the magazines
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‘Daesh’ and ‘USSR in Construction’.
In 1929 Mayakovsky had developed an idea of this book in
connection with the 10th anniversary of the ROSTA Windows (19191922). It was one of the most significant pieces of Soviet propaganda that
appeared in the period of Russian Civil War. As Mayakovsky mentioned
in the preface: ‘‘it was a record of the most difficult three-year period
of the revolutionary struggle, transmitted by patches of colors and the
ringing of slogans’’. At that time the hundreds posters were issued with
an immense print run, but only sixteen texts had been published with
the direct participation of Mayakovsky before ‘Menacing Laughter’. It
was the first to gather the brightest works of the ROSTA Windows in
the book form. This edition was based on the photo album which was
preserved by a founder of these poster series Mikhail Cheremnykh
(1890-1962). Mayakovsky selected overall 100 texts, including a wellknown work ‘The Soviet ABC’, and 36 photographs of posters. Organized
this inspiring edition shortly before his death, Mayakovsky had not seen
that it was finally printed in 1932.
RESERVED
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UKRAINE

30

[ T H E F I R S T A L L - U K R A I N I A N L I T E R A RY - S C I E N T I F I C A N D
SOCIO-POLITICAL JOURNAL]

No copies found in
Worldcat.

Literatúrno-naukóvyy vístnyk [i.e. The Literary-Scientific Bulletin]. Lviv;
Kyiv: 1898-1932. #10 of 1913. 192 pp. 26.8x18 cm. In original publisher’s
wrappers. Loss of the pieces of the spine, crack in the binding, tears to
the edges. Otherwise in a good condition.
Very rare.
Printed from 1898 until 1932, the Literary-Scientific Bulletin
was founded on the initiative of the Ukrainian historian Mykhailo
Hrushevsky (1866-1934) and published by the Taras Shevchenko
Scientific Society. At different times, the editorial board of the magazine
included M. Hrushevsky, Ivan Franko, O. Borkovsky, O. Makovei, V.
Hnatyuk, D. Dontsov, etc. The journal was divided into a number of
sections: poetry, short stories, dramas, literature, science, art, chronicles,
and bibliography. The monthly Bulletin served as the meeting point of
some of the most prominent representatives of Ukrainian literature:
Ivan Franko, Oleksandr Oles, Volodymyr Vynnychenko, V. Domanytskyy,
V. Doroshenko, O. Yefymenko, S. Yefremov, P. Karmanskyy, etc. Due to
the complications with the authorities, the magazine changed its
publication venue from the Austro-Hungarian-controlled Lviv to the
Russian controlled Kyiv in 1907 and returned to its original place shortly
after the dissolvement of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. According to the
years and places of publication, researchers distinguish 3 main periods
in the history of the journal: the first Lviv (1898-1906), Kyiv (1907-1914;
1917-1919), and the second Lviv (1922-1932). During these years, the
staff of the Bulletin mainly advocated a single language concept for the
representation of national unity, which was to overcome the dominance
of dialectological differences characteristic to various regions. Same
as the editorial message, the content of the Bulletin mostly remained
unchanged. At different times, the editors of the magazine were M.
Hrushevsky, I. Franko, D. Dontsov.
This tenth issue of the 1913 Bulletin is dedicated to the
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memory of Lesya Ukrainka (1871-1913),
a political activist and one of Ukrainian
literature’s foremost writers. The magazine
opens with Lesya’s last novel (unfinished)
Yekbal’-Ganem written a few weeks before
the her death. Among other materials
presented on the pages of the magazine
are the articles, short stories, and poems
devoted to Ukrainka and her artistic legacy
and written by M. Hrushevsky, O. Oles, I.
Steshenko, M. Voronyi, A. Nikovsky, M. Evshan,
G. Chuprinka, etc. The issue also includes
a biographical brief of the Ukrainian
writer and bibliographer Mikhail Komarov
(1844-1913) by Vladimir Doroshenko. The
magazine closes with an overview of the
political situation in Galicia.
Edited by O. Lisenko, the issue arguably represents the most
interesting period in the publication of the Bulletin. From 1907 until
1914, the magazine was published in 2 editions - first in Kyiv and second
in Lviv (under the editorship of M. Yevshan). Although the number
of subscribers to the periodical in the Russian Empire significantly
exceeded the number of Galician subscribers, still the Bulletin remained
its dominant positions in both regions, becoming the first nationwide
literary-scientific and socio-political journal.
Lesya Ukrainka was one of the most famous Ukrainian writers
and an active participant of the Ukrainian struggle against tsarism. She
published her first poem Landysh [i.e. Lily of the Valley] in the journal
Zoria [i.e. Dawn] in Lviv at the age of 13. In the following years, Lesya
penned the collections Na krylakh pisen [i.e. On the Wings of Songs]
in 1893, Dumy i mriyi [i.e. Thoughts and Dreams] in 1899, Vidhuky [i.e.
Echoes] in 1902, etc., which established her as the leading Ukrainian
poetess of the day. The author of numerous short stories, critical essays,
and plays, Ukrainka also made masterful translations of works by Homer,
William Shakespeare, Lord Byron, Victor Hugo, and Ivan Turgenev. Lesya
was an active member of the Marxist organizations and was arrested
and, following her release, was kept under observation by the tsarist
police. Ukrainka died from tuberculosis at the age of 42.
$1,500
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Worldcat shows a
copy of the edition
at the University of
Illinois at Urbana
Champaign.

[ U K R A I N I A N B O O K AVA N T - G A R D E O F T H E 1 9 2 0 S ]

Renard, M., Jean, A. Borot’ba z trupom [i.e. Blind Circle]. Lviv: Novyi Chas,
1926. 198 pp. 16.2x22.9 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers.
Loss of the tiny pieces of the spine. Otherwise in fine condition.
Very rare. First edition. Avant-garde wrapper design by Robert
Lisovskyi (1893-1982).
This is the first Ukrainian translation of Maurice Renard’s and
Albert Jean’s controversial novel Blind Circle. The novel was originally
published in French in 1925 and was translated into Ukrainian a
year later by Mykhailo Rudnystky (1889-1975). Works by the famous
Ukrainian literary critic, writer, and poet began to appear in print
from 1908 while the author was studying at Lviv University (19081912). Rudnytsky went down in the history of Ukrainian literature as
the author of numerous monographies (Mizh ideyeyu i formoyu [i.e.
Between Idea and Form] - 1932), collections of poems (Ochi ta usta
[i.e. Eyes and Lips] - 1932), memoirs (Pys’mennyky zblyz’ka [i.e. Writers
Up Close] - 1958, 1959, 1964), and translations of William Shakespeare,
Victor Hugo, Emily Bronte, Honore de Balzac, Prosper Merimee, etc. In
1947, Rudnytsky was accused of nationalism, expelled from the Writers’
Union of the Ukrainian SSR and was prohibited from publishing (until
1951). However, Mykhailo hastened to ‘admit’ his ‘mistakes’ and was
soon rehabilitated.
The book represents an interesting example of Ukraianian
avant-garde, which at the time was in its flourishing phase. The edition
features a wrapper design by one of the most famous Ukrianian futurist
artists Robert Lisovskyi. After graduating from the Kyiv Art Academy,
Lisovskyi continued his studies at the Ukrainian State Academy of
Arts (1918) under the key figure of Ukrianian graphic design Georgy
Narbut (1886-1920). The period from 1923 until 1927, which Robert
spent in Lviv, is considered to be the peak of his artistic work. Lisovskyi
started collaborating with a number of publishing houses (Izmarahd,
Nova Kultura, Molochnyy Shlyakh, etc.) and became actively involved
in book design. Some of his most famous works of the time include
wrapper design for V. Bobinsky’s Noch’ lyubvi [i.e. Night of Love] (1923),
Renard’s and Jean’s Borot’ba z trupom [i.e. Blind Circle] (1926), etc. The
latter, one of Lisovskyi’s last works in Ukraine, is up to date regarded as
the masterpiece of Ukrainian book design. In 1927, the artist emigrated
to Berlin to continue his studies and spent the rest of his life abroad.
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Lisovskyi became engaged in the design
of coins and was famously involved in the
creation of the logo of one of the largest
European airlines - Lufthansa.
Overall, an interesting example
of Ukrainian avant-garde, which after
the publication of the book lasted only a
few years and was suppressed with the
introduction of Socialist Realism in the
early-1930s.
In the Blind Circle, one of the
most controversial novels of the 1920s,
the authors imagined the creation of
artificial lifeforms through the process
of ‘radiogenesis’, a sort of human
electrocopying or cloning process.
$950
No 31
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ U K R A I N I A N J AC K LO N D O N ]

London, J. Bahryana chuma [i.e. The Scarlet Plague]. Kyiv: Syayvo, 1928.
68 pp. 11,3x17,8 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Loss
of the pieces of the spine, occasional light stains on the front wrapper.
Otherwise in a very good condition.
Scarce. First edition. Translated from English. Original version
published in 1912.
The first Ukrainian translation of Jack London’s novel ‘The
Scarlet Plague’ with remarkable avant-garde wrapper design.
The Ukrainian readers became first acquainted with Jack
London’s works in 1913, when the magazine Visnyk kul’tury i zhyttya
[i.e. Herald of Culture and Life] printed the translation of London’s
Batar [i.e. Batard] by the writer and political activist Ivan Steshenko
(1873-1918). After 1917, the Ukrainian press witnessed the publication
of London’s multiple writings, the number of which reached its peak
by the late-1920s. During 1927-1932, the publishing house Syayvo [i.e.
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A Word] issued a twenty-seven brochuresize volume collection of Jack London’s
works. The publication was prepared by the
translators M. Ryabova, M. Gray, O. Burhardt,
I. Rylsky, D. Lysychenko, etc. Importantly,
Jack London became the first foreign writer
whose works were published in the USSR in
a multi-volume collection. The appearance
of the complete collection was preceded by
separate editions of London’s stories that
turned the American writer into one of the
most widely-read foreign literary figures in
Ukraine.
Printed in the publishing house
Syayvo in 1928, this is the first separate
edition of the first Ukrainian translation
of London’s Bahryana chuma [i.e. The
Scarlet Plague] by the writer, translator, and
publisher Dmitro Lysychenko (1887-1930).
After graduating from pedagogical
courses in the early-1900s, Lysychenko became involved in political
activity and illegal work of the Ukrainian Social Democratic Workers’
Party. In 1913 Lysychenko opened a bookstore ‘Slovo’, which aside from
books distributed posters propagating USDRP. Lysychenko was arrested
on December 3, 1915, and kept in prison until the February Revolution
of 1917. After his release, Lysychenko organized a publishing house with
the same name as the bookstore that he found sealed. Having printed
over 23 titles, Slovo ceased to exist in 1920 when the strengthened
Soviet government nationalized all publishing houses in the city. In
the early-1920s, Dmitro moved to Kyiv and became actively engaged
in the literary circles. Lysychenko mainly went down in the history of
Ukrainian literature as a translator, who acquainted Ukrainian society
with the works of Jack London: the Sea Wolf in 1927; Lost Face in
1927; the Scarlet Plague in 1928; Martin Eden in 1930; etc. Accused of
distributing illegal literature, Lysychenko was arrested in 1930 and sent
to a concentration camp, where he allegedly died the same year.
Overall, an important book by the leading Ukrainian translator
of Jack London.
$550
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[ A N E X T R E M E LY R A R E E X A M P L E O F T H E U K R A I N I A N
C H I L D R E N ’ S L I T E R AT U R E ]

No copies found in
Worldcat.

Oles, O. Hrytsevi kurchata [i.e. Grigoriy’s Chickens]. Prague: 1941. 14 pp.:
ill. 18.5x13.4 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Wrappers
detached, loss of the small pieces of the wrappers. Otherwise in good
condition.
Extremely rare. First edition. Wrapper design and black-andwhite illustrations throughout by the graphic artist K. Antonovich.
An extremely rare edition of the children’s poem Hrytsevi
kurchata [i.e. Grigoriy’s Chickens] written by the noted Ukrainian writer
and poet Olexandr Oles (1879-1944) during his emigration years in
Prague. After leaving Ukraine in 1919, the author mainly concentrated
on children’s fairy-tales, poems and short stories publishing some of
the best examples of Ukrainian children’s literature: Po dorozí v Kazku
[i.e. On the Way to a Fairy Tale] (Prague - 1939), Lísoviy Tsar Okh [i.e. Fox
Tsar Okh] (Prague - 1938), Babusya v hostyakh u Vedmedya [i.e. Grandma
Visiting the Bear] (1941), Vedmid’ v hostyakh u Babusi [i.e. Bear Visiting
the Grandma] (1941), Babusina prigoda [i.e. The Grandma’s Adventure]
(1941), etc.
Hrytsevi kurchata tells the story of the peasant Maxim and
his family, who are waiting for their hen to lay eggs for Easter. One
day, happy kids draw different animals, elephants, giraffes, wolves, etc.,
which come alive in Grigoriy’s dreams and hatch from the hen’s eggs.
The poem was printed in 1941 in the German-occupied
territory of Prague only 3 years before the author’s death.
$350
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POETRY

34

[ B A L M O N T ’ S B E S T B O O K O F P O E T RY ]

Balmont, K.D. Budem kak solntse: Kniga simvolov [i.e. Let Us Be Like the
Sun. The Book of Symbols]. Moscow: Knigoizdatelstvo Skorpion, 1903.
[2], 290 pp. 8vo. The copy is in exceptionally fine contemporary halfleather with marbled boards and endpapers and gilt lettering on the
spine. Original front wrapper illustrated by Fidus (the famous German
symbolist artist Hugo Hoppener) preserved. A fine copy.
First edition.
This is the sixth book of poetry by Russian symbolist poet
Konstantin Balmont (1867-1942). The book was being written in 19011902. In March 1902 the first version of it has been read by the author
to the members of G.G. Bakhman’s literary circle. The book, notably its
erotic section, «Enchanted Grotto», has been severely cut by censors.
Decades later scholar V.N. Orlov was the first to have made an attempt
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to publish it in the original form as an academic edition.The censor
Sokolov committed his report to the Saint Petersburg Publishing
Department, writing: «Konstantin Balmont’s book consists of 205
poems [...] From the censorship’s point of view all of them are worthy
of attention, since they belong to the so-called symbolism, too many
of them being erotic, cynical and even sacrilegious.» On March 4 there
came the resolution demanding the withdrawal of the book, already
pressed and sending it for further examination. The latter’s verdict was
more favorable even if it demanded several cuts being made in already
pressed pages. Budem kak solntse had a great success and in retrospect
is seen as his strongest collection. Alexander Blok called it «unique in
its unfathomable richness».
RESERVED
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No 35

[GASTEV]

Friche, V. Proletarskaia poeziia [i.e. Proletarian Poetry]. Moscow: Dennitsa,
1919. 112 pp. 18x13,5 cm. In original printed wrappers. Tears of the
spine, small fragments of the spine and the front cover lost, some stains
on covers, p. 79-82 detached from the block, otherwise very good and
clean internally.
Second enlarged edition. Rare.
Critical
work
reviewing
proletarian poets and praising Alexey
Gastev as a pioneer of “a new generation
of working poets that merged with the
metal of machines”.
The book was written by a literary
historian Vladimir Friche (1870-1929). He
was a member of the literary group of
the Moscow Committee of the Bolshevik
party in 1905-1907 when Russian political
parties had become legal and started their
propaganda through any printed materials.
After the 1917 Revolution, he headed the
Literary Department of the Institute of
Red [Communist] Professors and served
as executive editor of the magazine
‘Literature and Marxism’ (1928-1929).
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
Stanford, Michigan,
Florida, North
Carolina and
Brown Universities.
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According to this book, the first Russian proletarian poets
appeared in the 1890s, created a sort of workers’ Marseillaise and
originated the industrial poetry that was born under the ceiling of a
factory. Contrary to their hate of the work, machines and the whole
industrial reality, the new generation of poets loved mechanisms
and their well-coordinated work. Proletarian poets, who before the
Revolution were underestimated as close to peasants, self-taught poets,
came to the forefront of culture after 1917.
The founder of Proletkult organizations, avant-garde poet,
revolutionary and labor theoretician Alexei Gastev (1882-1939) was
the first of his kind. “I myself am growing steel shoulders and infinitely
strong hands. I am merging with the iron edifice” - he wrote in a poem
‘We Grow out of Iron’ (1914) and Friche exalted it. His works were
manifests of the new order of labour and new order of culture. He
called for the ‘liquidation of the cowardliness towards the metal’ in art
- this according to him was one of the main goals of post-revolutionary
art.
The phenomenon of Proletkult (i.e. Proletarian Culture and
Enlightenment Organizations) was a truly mass movement. Proletkult
organizations were formed “from below” and flashed all over the
country. Since its formation, a quite long period of polemic between
literary societies and groups began in the Russian literature. About
400 thousand people took part in the Proletkult activity, more than
30 periodicals and almanacs were published, collections of proletarian
poets and writers were printed in various printruns. Ideological and
even aesthetic discord, reigned in Proletkult, testified first of all to the
spontaneity of this phenomenon. Dominating in the 1920s, Proletkult
wasn’t a speaker of the Communist party and was prone to get out of
control. In 1932 all Proletkult organizations were liquidated. Gastev was
executed in 1938 and all his publications were banned in the USSR.
RESERVED

[ M A N D E L S TA M M A S T E R P I E C E ]

Mandelstam, O. Egipetskaia marka [i.e. Egyptian Stamp]. Leningrad: Priboi,
1928. 187, [5] pp. 17,5x13 cm. In original printed wrappers. Covers and
spine rubbed, with tears and minor fragments lost, some stains, ink note
on the last page, otherwise very good.
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as well.

Worldcat shows
copies in Princeton,
Columbia,
Yale, Harvard,
Illinois, Indiana,
Northwestern,
Notre Dame,
Brigham Young
and the City
University of New
York, Middlebury
College and Los
Angeles Public
Library.

First full publication. Cover design
was produced by artist and engraver
Evgenii Belukha (1889-1943). In the 19201930s, he contributed to the Soviet book
design, working with publishing houses
Gosizdat, Priboi, Academia. During World
War II Belukha was locked in Leningrad
where he designed propaganda posters.
The prose collection included
the only attempt of not autobiographical
prose by Osip Mandelstam (1891-1938) ‘Egyptian Stamp’, as well as ‘The Noise of
Time’ (1923) and ‘Theodosia’ (1923-1924).
‘Egyptian Stamp’ was created in 1927,
during the pause in the author’s poetic
activity. Overall twenty pages of text were
printed in a magazine ‘Zvezda’ (#5) in 1928

All in all, Mandelstam published one prose book, one poetry
collection and one collection of articles in 1928. This was the last
year when articles on him appeared in the Soviet press without let or
hindrance. It was the last year when Mandelstam was still considered
the Soviet poet and when the scandal around him happened. He had
just adapted one’s translation of ‘Till Eulenspiegel’ but was credited
as the translator and then was awfully criticized in the press. These
last books by Mandelstam were published 10 years before his death
in the camp. In the 1930s, his oeuvre appeared only in periodicals,
and extremely rarely, each time causing sharp attacks from critics and
censorship.
‘Egyptian Stamp’ was the work making Anna Akhmatova say
that there was no such literature in the entire 20th century.
$850
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ARCTIC & ANTARCTIC

37

[ T I R E D , F R O Z E N , B E AT E N - T R A G I C D I A R I E S O F C A P TA I N
SCOTT]

Worldcat shows a
copy of the edition
at New York Public
Library.

Scott, R. Dnevnik kapitana R. Skotta [i.e. Diary of Captain R. Scott].
Leningrad: Vses. arktich. in-t, 1934. 392 pp., 1 map: ill. 13.8x20.4 cm. In
original publisher’s cloth binding with lettering on the front board and
the spine. Near fine.
Scarce. Second extended edition. First edition published in
1917. Translated from original English by the Russian and American
writer Zinaida Ragozina (1835/1838-1924).
First Soviet edition of the tragic diaries written by one of the
most famous arctic explorers in British history, Robert Scott (18681912).
The beginning of the 20th century witnessed a full-scale
competition between multiple countries to conquer Antarctica. In an
effort to reach the destination first, numerous explorers organized
expeditions to the South Pole either with their own finances or with the
help of the government. Yet, none of the endeavors turned out to be as
tragic as Robert Scott’s failed journey to Antarctica in the early-1910s.
The whaling ship Terra Nova left Cardiff, Wales in June 1910 and the
expedition, under the leadership of the noted Royal Navy officer Robert
Scott, set off from base the following October with mechanical sledges,
ponies, and dogs. The expedition suffered a series of early misfortunes:
on its journey from New Zealand to the Antarctic, Terra Nova nearly
sank in a storm and was trapped in pack ice for 20 days. Shortly, the
captain realised that the sledges, ponies, and dog teams could not cope
with the conditions and the expedition carried on without them. On
January 17, 1912, through appalling weather and increasingly tough
terrain, Scott and four of his companions (Wilson, Oates, Bowers, and
Evans) finally reached the pole. Yet, the team found out that their rivals,
a Norwegian party led by Roald Amundsen, had preceded them by five
weeks. Disappointed, the expedition started its journey back. Edgar
Evans and Oates, who suffered from a fatal concussion and severe
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frostbite, died in February and March, respectively. The remaining three
men, including Scott himself, died of starvation and exposure in the
tent on 29 March 1912, only 11 miles from the next supply depot. Eight
months later, a search party found the tent, the bodies and Scott’s diary,
with the last words being: For God’s sake, look after our people.
Captain Scott’s harrowing account of the expedition to the
South Pole was first published in 1913 under the title Scott’s Last
Expedition. Four years later, Zinaida Ragozina printed the Russian
translation of the work with the extended version coming out in 1934.
The diary offers a unique first-hand account of the tragic
expedition, from the optimistic departure from New Zealand to the first
disappointments and last days in Antarctica. Scott’s personal narrative
records the team’s daily progress towards their final goal, as well as
his impressions of the harsh conditions, the beauty of the tundra,
increasingly desperate ambitions to beat the rivals to the Pole (Well,
we have turned our back now on the goal of our ambition and must
face our 800 miles of solid dragging - and good-bye to most of the daydreams!), and the pain of losing friends (Lost track of dates, but think the
last correct. Tragedy all along the line...). The diary vividly documents
a change from Scott’s enthusiasm to disdain (Had we lived, I should
have had a tale to tell of the hardihood, endurance, and courage of my
companions, which would have stirred the heart of every Englishman)
and revives a story that happened more than a century ago.
The edition includes black and white illustrations depicting
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the whaling ship, Mount Erebus, Scott and his 4 companions, etc. The
book also features a map of the expedition route, Scott’s farewell letters
to his friends and relatives, and Edward Atkinson’s account on the
discovery of the dead bodies.
$750

38

[ A P L AY A B O U T T H E A D V E N T U R E S O F C H E LY U S K I N T S Y
WRITTEN BY THE MEMBER OF THE EXPEDITION]

Worldcat shows
1 copy of the
edition at Harvard
University.

Semenov, S. Ne sdadimsya: Narodno-geroich. predstavleniye v 4 d. i 66
kart [i.e. We will not Surrender: Folk Heroic Performance in 4 Acts and 66
Episodes]. Leningrad: Bol’shoy dramatich. teatr im. M. Gor’kogo, 1935. 40
pp., 1 ill.: ill. 20x15 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Very good, small
tears of the spine and covers.
Very rare. First edition. One of 3,250 copies. With 14 illustrations
(1 color).
An interesting work dedicated to the production of the play
about the heroic adventures of Chelyuskintsy.
On August 2, 1933, the Soviet steamship Chelyuskin left
Murmansk with the task to determine the possibility to travel by nonicebreaker through the Northern Maritime Route in a single navigation
season. While Chelyuskin managed to get through most of the Northern
Route by September, it was soon caught in the ice fields and sank near
Kolyuchin Island on February 13, 1934. The crew, which consisted of
111 members, managed to escape onto the ice and built a makeshift
airstrip using only a few spades, ice shovels, and two crowbars. Two
months later, a government commission headed by the prominent
Soviet economic official Valerian Kuybyshev (1868-1935) organized
rescue operations, as a result of which all participants of the expedition
were saved.
The adventures of Chelyuskintsy were perceived by the Soviet
government as the embodiment of the heroic socialist spirit. The
portrayal of the expedition became a common theme in almost all
spheres of Soviet art: literature (Pokhod Chelyuskina: geroicheskaya
epopeya [i.e. Expedition Chelyuskin: Heroic Epic] written by the
members of the crew in 1934), cinema (Chelyuskin. Geroi Arktiki [i.e.
Chelyuskin. Heroes of the Arctic] by Yakov Poselskiy in 1934), etc. Yet,
the expedition secretary Sergei Semynov (1893-1942) is likely to be the
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only member of the crew who recorded
his thoughts during the expedition and
later transformed them into a play.
The book opens with an
introductory letter from the head of
the expedition, Otto Yulievich Schmidt
(1891–1956), and is followed by a brief
account of the journey by the noted
proletarian writer and the author of the
play Sergei Semyonov. Semyonov, who
started working on the text from the first
days of the expedition, finished the play
in 1934, a year before it was presented
on the stage of the St. Petersburg Bolshoi
Drama Theatre. Ne sdadimsya [i.e. We will
not Surrender], a play in 4 acts and 66
episodes, was directed by the Soviet actor
and director Vasily Fedorov (1891-1971)
and designed by the constructivist theatre
No 38

artist Vadim Ryndin (1902-1974). Among the participants of the play
were some of the most famous actors of the time: Nikolay Monakhov
(1875-1936), Nikolay Dmitriev (1898-1971), Sergey Ryabinkin, etc. In
the book, Fedorov and Monakhov reminisce about lesser-known details
from the production of We will not Surrender and offer a vivid insight
into the play. The edition also includes a list of dramatis personae
and an article concentrating on the activities undertaken to deepen
cooperation between the theatre administration and the team of
actors and directors (the exhibition dedicated to the expedition and
organized by the Bolshoi Theatre and museum of Arctic, etc.). The book
features 8 black and white photographs showing the meeting of the
administration of BDT (Bolshoi Drama Theatre) and the expedition
crew, the author of the play, set designer, director, and actors A. Nikritina,
A. Pano, S. Ryabinkin, as well as 6 remarkable illustrations (1 color) of
constructivist stage design by Ryndin.
In November 1935, the play, which became the last work of its
author, was performed on the stage of the Kamerny Theatre (Moscow)
under the directorship of one of the leading innovators of theatrical art,
Alexander Tairov (1885-1950). In spite of the remarkable set design by
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the Soviet avant-garde artist Vladimir Tatlin (1885-1953) and music by
the Soviet composer Vissarion Shebalin (1902-1963), the play failed to
impress the critics and didn’t enter the theatre’s repertoire.
Overall, an important document of the time.
$950

39

[ W H A L I N G I N T H E S OV I E T U N I O N ]

«Slava»: Zapiski sovetskikh kitoboyev [i.e. “Fame”: Notes of Soviet Whalers].
[Odessa]: Odes. obl. izd-vo, 1952. 320 pp.: ill. 20.5x13.3cm. In original
publisher’s illustrated cardboards. Stamp of the library of the whaling
ship Slava (the library was located at the vessel and was intended for
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

Soviet whalers exclusively) and inventory number on the title-page,
p.17, and p. 320. Spine and edges rubbed. Otherwise in a very good
condition.
Scarce. First edition.
Unknown episodes from the life of the Soviet whale hunters.
The roots of commercial whaling in Russia go back to the mid19th century, when companies based in Finland (then part of Imperial
Russia) sent out vessels to the Pacific Ocean. Yet, it was not until after
the end of World War II, with the need for a stronger economy and rapid
industrialization of the country, that the Soviet whaling became a truly
global industry.
In the mid-1940s, the Soviets were given a former German
factory ship Wikinger (later Slava) as a prize of war. Slava went on to
become the first Soviet factory ship to whale in the Antarctic (19461947), killing 384 whales. In the next season, 1947-1948, a new captain,
Alexei Solyanik, was hired to command the fleet, and for the next 18
seasons he would lead Slava, becoming the most successful whaling
captain in Soviet history. Slava, the second oldest in the Soviet fleet,
was removed from the Antarctic after the 1965-1966 whaling season
and taken to the North Pacific, where she worked for four seasons until
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her retirement in 1969.
Published in 1952, the edition includes rare first-hand
accounts of the crew of the legendary Soviet factory ship Slava. The
book houses 16 stories written by the authors varying from the captain
of the ship Alexei Solyanik, captain-harpooner A. Purgin, and chief of
the flensing factory P. Kotov to head of radio communications of the
flotilla K. Demishev and waitress at Slava N. Chaykovskaya. Each article
elucidates peculiarities of the journey of the factory ship to Antarctica
and shows unknown episodes from the life of Soviet whale hunters
from different perspectives. While some narrators recollect official
aspects of the adventure (a competition between Soviet and Norvegian
crew members or weather complications and scientific researches
conducted at the place), others unveil such interesting details as the
tradition of Neptune ceremony while crossing the Ecuador, whalers’
tearful reactions on the radio messages from their relatives, boxing
championships, and how the travellers used to entertain themselves
with reading biographies of Lenin and Stalin during their spare time.
The text is abundant with the comparisons between Soviet and foreign
whalers (ex: Newspaper owners would pay dearly for pictures that would
testify that Russian whalers are just as dirty, just as overgrown and lost
their human appearance as the unrestrained drunken crews of foreign
fleets) and is characterized by sceptical tone towards ‘others’ (We don’t
like talking to foreign reporters because we know that any response we
make will be distorted). One of the articles provides unique information
on the women’s experience among the whalers.
Overall, the edition provides vivid insights into the unknown
episodes from the life of Soviet whale hunters.
The edition features multiple black-and-white illustrations
showing the adventures of Soviet whalers.
$350
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[ H OW TO M A K E WO O D E N TOY S : A M A S T E RC L A S S F RO M T H E
S E L F - TA U G H T A R T I S T ]

No copies found in
Worldcat.

Chushkin, A. Reznaya igrushka iz dereva: So mnogimi ris. [i.e. Carved
Wooden Toys: With Multiple Illustrations]. Moscow; Leningrad: Gos. izd-vo,
1927 (Moskva: 1-ya Obraztsovaya tip.). 64 pp.: ill., schemes. 19.8x13.5
cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Loss of the small pieces
of the spine, Soviet bookshop stamp on the rear wrapper. Otherwise
near fine.
Scarce. First edition. Wrappers by an unknown artist. With
black-and-white photographs and schemes throughout. A part of the
series Svoimi rukami [i.e. DIY].
This detailed manual on how to carve wooden toys was written
by Andrey Chushkin, a famous wood carver from the Bogorodskoye selo.
The history of the world-renowned Russian wooden toys
originates from the village of Bogorodskoye in the Moscow region. The
production of the first simple wooden toys started back in the XVII
century and reached its peak in the early XX century. The development
process was led by the author of the present edition, Andrey Chushkin
(1882-1933), and his teacher, the editor of the DIY series, Nikolai Bartram
(1873-1971). A graduate of the Moscow School of Painting, Bartram
organized a series of workshops on the complex wood toys for the
Bogorodskoye artisans in the 1900s. Chushkin, who had never received
any formal art training before, quickly distinguished himself with the
skillful depiction of human and animal anatomy. In the following years,
the self-taught artist went on to set the trend of producing more realistic
and dynamic wooden toys. In 1918, Bartram, in close collaboration with
Chushkin, established a repository of historical treasures Toy Museum,
which up to date boasts one of the largest collections of toys in Russia.
Written by one of the most talented artisans of the Bogorodskoye
village, the book provides a rare insight into the craft of the carved
wooden toys. The edition offers a step-by-step guide to producing
animal, human, and bird figurines (both static and dynamic, simple
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and complex) and elaborates upon different methods of wood carving,
including carving with a chisel. The author focuses on the different
types of materials (tilia, alder, populus tremula, etc.) for the craft and
identifies two groups of tools in accordance with the complexity of the
toy. The book gives a basic description of the use of each instrument
and features 4 tables on the wood carving of animal and human
figurines. The first two tables depict wood logs with the indication of
splitting sizes, while other two tables show human body proportions.
The edition is thoroughly illustrated and includes numerous black-andwhite photographs and drawings detailing the wood carving process.
$250

41

No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ C A R I C AT U R E S B Y S O V I E T C H I L D R E N ]

Detskaya karikatura [i.e. Children’s Caricature]. M.: Tsentral’nyy dom
khudozhestvennogo vospitaniya detey RSFSR im. A.S. Bubnova, 1934.
16 pp.: ill. In original wrappers. Very good, spots on wrappers, pages
are loose (lacking staple), marks of rust on the spine, pencil marks and
Soviet bookshops’ stamps on the back cover and recto of the back cover,
vertical crease.
Extremely scarce limited edition. 1 of 350 copies. Manuscript
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copyright. Constructivist wrapper design by the Soviet artist, a member
of the art community Kumach, and one of the main organizers of IZO
studios in the USSR, Dmitry Sobolev (1895-1962).
An extremely rare document of children’s caricature in the
Soviet Union.
From the early years of the establishment of the communist
state, Soviet schools came to be seen as the center of proletarian
culture, and the government spared no effort to involve students in its
ideological activity. In an effort to raise ‘responsible Soviet men’ and
easily survey the prevailing atmosphere in educational institutions, the
Bolsheviks decided to maximize the popularity of caricature through
organizing IZO studios for children.
Published in 1934, this book represents an extremely rare
document of the activity of two IZO studios of the Zamoskvoretsky and
Proletarsky districts of Moscow. The studios were founded by the Soviet
artists Dmitry Sobolev (head), P. Krasil’nikov, and A. Malinin in 1933
and included over 100 students from different schools. The edition,
which was most likely published for the limited circle of pedagogues
at IZO studios, opens with the text focusing on the brief history of
children’s caricature in the USSR and gives recommendations for the
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proper teaching of the subject. The article underlines the importance
of introducing students to the best examples of Soviet and foreign
caricature by Mayakovsky, Deni, Moor, Lebedev, and Daumier. In the
narrative, the author (authors) sets out the most common topics in
children’s caricature (international politics, anti-religious themes,
regulation of traffic and various topics from children’s lives) and brings
together 14 reproductions of works drawn by the students (A. Volkov, F.
Kerph, Ivanov, Rogov, etc.) of the studios. The age of the amateur artists
varies from 13 to 17. Aside from the aforementioned topics, some of
the caricatures reflect difficult conditions in which the studio operated
(broken windows, a leaking roof, etc.). Interestingly, the author (authors)
states that at first, the studio was raided by homeless children; however,
later the studio gained authority and some of the street children joined
ranks of the students.
The book was edited by Galina Labunskaya (1893-1970), Soviet
artist, pedagogue, and the founder of the Children’s Drawing Museum
of the Institute of Art Education of the Russian Academy of Education.
$950
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Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[MARI ETHNIC GROUP]

Shorin, V.S. Maro-russkii slovar’ gornogo narechiia (cheremis) [i.e. MariRussian Dictionary of Hill Dialect (Cheremis)]. Kazan: Izd. Tsentral’nogo
izdatel’stva Mari, 1920. 176 pp. 17,5x13 cm. In original printed wrappers.
Tears of the spine and covers with minor fragments lost, soiling of
covers, otherwise very good and clean internally.
First ever dictionary of the Hill Mari language. Extremely rare.
The book was composed by Vsevolod Shorin (1888-1938, executed) and
edited by the head of the Central Union of Maris, S. Gavrilov-Epin.
The word ‘cheremis’ was widespread in pre-revolutionary
Russia, indicating one of Finno-Ugric ethnic groups, Mari people. It was
initiated by their neighbors, Erzyas and was more common than their
own ethnic name in the Russian use.
The Mari territory in Povolzhye was annexed by Russia with
other lands of the Kazan khanate in the late 16th century. Preserving
their cultural identity and native religion, Maris were influenced by
Tatars, Bashkirs, Chuvash, Mordvins and Russians. During the Soviet
period, large numbers of minorities were moved into the Mari lands,
including Crimean Tatars, that altered demographics and culture. In
the Mari El Republic, the ethnic group consists of two parts that have
their peculiarities in speech, costumes and customs: Hill (right bank of
the Volga) and Meadow Maris (left bank). Outside these lands are also
Northwestern and Eastern Maris.
Nowadays about 36,8 thousand people speak the Hill Mari
language. It is co-official with Russian and Meadow Mari languages in
the Republic. It uses a modified Cyrillic script and the alphabet is closer
to Russian now than it was in the early 20th century. According to the
preface, this dictionary contained 10 000 words using only 28 letters. It
means that the alphabet had added 9 letters in the Soviet era.
$450
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ R E M I N I S C I N G L E N A M A S S AC R E ]

Pletnev, V. Lena: [4 apr. 1912]: Ocherk istorii lenskikh sobytiy: (S pril.) [i.e.
Lena: [April 4, 1912]: An Account of the History of the Lena Events: (With
Appendix)]. Moscow: Vseros. proletkul’t, 1923. 104 pp.: tables. 17.6x24.9
cm. In original illustrated publisher’s wrappers. Losses of the pieces of
the spine, wear to the extremities. Otherwise in a very good condition.
Very rare. First edition. Wrapper design by an unknown artist.
A unique evidence of one of the bloodiest massacres in the
history of Russia.
Published in 1923, the edition provides lesser-known
information on the shooting of goldfield workers on strike in northeast
Siberia on 17 April 1912 (with the old calendar - 4 April). The incident
took place at the goldfields of the Lena Gold Mining Joint Stock
Company, a firm registered in London and traded in Paris, St. Petersburg,
and London. The strike had been provoked by exceptionally harsh
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working environment that included
a 16-hour work day, extremely
dangerous conditions with more than
700 accidents per 1,000 employees,
and poor quality of meat, which the
workers were obliged to purchase with
the coupons. In February 1912, 6,000
miners formed a strike committee and
presented a set of demands to the
company executives. The ultimatum
was rejected and the protest culminated
on 4 April 1912, when the peaceful
demonstration was confronted by the
police. The massacre, which resulted in
270 dead and 250 wounded, provoked
nationwide strikes totalling more
than 300,000 participants. Although
two months after the Lena Execution,
the Duma passed a law improving
the conditions of workers across the
Empire, the incident is widely considered a prerequisite to undermining
Tsar’s authority.
This rare account of the 1912 Lena Massacre was compiled by
the noted Soviet writer, playwright, and head of the national Proletkul’t,
Valerian Pletnev (1886-1942). By the time the incident occured, the
author was exiled to Siberia as a Menshevik activist and had to witness
the shooting himself. The edition consists of two chapters. In the first
chapter, the author offers a historical overview of the strike from the
pre-protest activity of Lenzoto to the aftermath of the incident and
provides such lesser-known materials as the employment contract,
correspondence between the company management, Irkutsk governor,
police department, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the document
of demands, statements of the workers, eye-witness account of the
shooting, petitions of the employees, reports of the prosecutor and
Rittmeister of the Special Corps of Gendarmes etc. The section features
numerous tables showing gold production by countries in pounds, gold
production in Russia, Lenzoto income from 1904 until 1910, salaries
by occupation, etc. The second chapter of the book comprises Pletnev’s
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one of the most famous works, a massacre-related play Lena written in
1921. The play was first performed in the Moscow Theatre of Proletkul’t
in October 1921 and was staged by V. V. Ignatov and Valentin Smyshlaev
and designed by the noted Soviet film director Sergei Eisenstein and L.
Nikitin.
Overall, the edition offers a rare account of one of the bloodiest
events in the history of Russia.
$250
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Worldcat shows
copies of the
edition at Amherst
College Library
and Stanford
University
Libraries.

[ F I R S T B O O K B Y A N YA R A N D ]

Rand, A. Pola Negri. Moscow; Leningrad: Kinoizd-vo RSFSR, 1925. 16
pp.: ill. In original wrappers. Very good, wrappers slightly soiled, small
closed tear of the spine, signature on the t.p.
First edition. One of 4,000 copies. Scarce. Wrapper design most
likely by the Soviet graphic artist and book illustrator Mark Kirnarsky
(1893-1942). At different times, Kirnarsky studied at the Higher Special
School of Architecture in Paris (1912-1913), the Petrograd Academy of
Arts under I. Fomin (1917-1919) and the Ukrainian Academy of Arts in
Kiev under G. Narbut (1919-1922). Since the 1920s, Mark designed and
illustrated books for the Writers’ Publishing House in Leningrad, the
State Publishing House of the RSFSR, the Vremya [i.e. Time] publishing
house. An illustrator of over 30 books, Kirnarsky is mostly famous for his
design of Anna Akhmatova’s Iz shesti knig [i.e. From Six Books] (1940).
The artist died in 1942 during the siege of Leningrad.
This is the first book written by the famous Russian-American
writer and philosopher Ayn Rand (1905-1982). In the Soviet Union,
Rosenbaum published only two works, Pola Negri (1925) and Gollivud,
amerikanskiy kino-gorod [i.e. Hollywood, An American Movie-City]
(1926), before emigrating to the United States in the late-1920s. Ayn’s
interest in the Western world and, namely, Hollywood movie stars, was
a characteristic feature of the NEP era USSR when the American film
industry completely took over the Soviet society.
On October 2, 1921, Alisa Rosenbaum (Ayn Rand) enrolled
at the Petrograd University in the department of social pedagogy
that combined history, philology, and law. After graduating from the
University in 1924, Alisa continued her studies at the State Technicum
for Screen Arts, where she, as a part of an assignment, wrote a 2,500-
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word monograph on Polish actress Pola Negri. In 1925, her writing came
out as a separate edition in the Populyarnaya kino-bibliotechka [i.e.
Popular Cinema Library] series. A year later, Alisa printed her second and
the last work Hollywood, An American Movie-City before emigrating to
the United States. She became a permanent American resident in July
1929 and an American citizen on March 3, 1931. Rand’s first literary
success came with the sale of her screenplay Red Pawn to Universal
Studios in 1932, although it was never produced. This was followed by
the courtroom drama Night of January 16th, first produced by E. Clive
in Hollywood in 1934 and then successfully reopened on Broadway
in 1935. After two early novels that were initially unsuccessful, she
achieved fame with her 1943 novel, the Fountainhead. In 1957, Rand
published her best-known work, the novel Atlas Shrugged. Afterward,
she turned to non-fiction to promote her philosophy, publishing her
own periodicals and releasing several collections of essays until her
death in 1982.
Overall, the edition traces the artistic path of a sex symbol and
one of the most prominent actresses of the silent and golden eras of
Hollywood and European film – Pola Negri.
SOLD
BOOKVICA
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ D E S I G N B Y L E V B R O D AT Y ]

Reissner, L. Gamburg na barrikadakh [i.e. Hamburg at the Barricades].
[Moscow]: Ogiz - Molodaya gvardiya, 1932. 79, [2] pp., [1] portrait: ill.
20x14 cm. In original illustrated publisher’s cardboards. Minor tears at
the hinges, spine rubbed. Otherwise a very good internally clean copy.
Scarce. Third edition. First and second editions published in
1924 and 1925 respectively. Foreword by G. Eichler.
A rare eye-witness account of the Hamburg uprising (1923)
compiled by the Russian writer and revolutionary Larissa Reissner
(1895-1926).
Constructivist cardboard design and black-and-white
illustrations throughout by the noted Russian graphic artist, caricaturist,
and illustrator Lev Brodaty (1889-1954). Born in Poland, the artist
studied in the Vienna art school and the Academy of Fine Arts (1909).
Following the WWI, Brodaty settled in Petrograd and soon became
actively engaged in the creation of posters for the Petrograd ROSTA
Windows (the Russian telegraph agency which published the first Soviet
propaganda posters). In 1918, Lev established one of the first Soviet
caricature magazines Krasnyy d’yavol [i.e. Red Devil] (11 issues printed).
At different stages of his career, Brodati collaborated with such famous
Soviet satire periodicals as Mukhomor [i.e. The Toadstool], Begemot [i.e.
The Hippo], Smekhach [i.e. Chuckler], Krokodil [i.e. Crocodile], etc.
Larissa became engaged in the revolutionary activity after
graduating from St. Petersburg University in the mid-1910s. In the
following years,she emerged as one of the leading women revolutionaries
and was appointed the commissar of the General Staff of the Red Fleet.
Shortly after carrying out diplomatic negotiations in Afghanistan (with
her husband Fyodor Raskolnikov), Larissa illegally traveled to Hamburg
to witness 1923 uprising. Reissner lived as a Comintern representative
in the German working-class districts and documented the proletariats’
struggle in columns for Soviet newspapers. In 1924, her writings were
compiled into the book Hamburg at the Barricades which turned out
to be one of the most widely read accounts of the failed insurrection.
During the author’s lifetime, the piece came out in two editions. The
present work was published posthumously, two years after Larissa died
from typhoid.
A year after the original publication, the edition was translated
into German and immediately banned and ceremonially burnt by the
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order of the authorities.
Covering all aspects of German life at the time, from the
boardrooms of the Krupps factories to life at the coalface, the book
offers a fascinating insight into the 1923 Hamburg Uprising.
$350

46

Worldcat shows
the only copies in
LoC and Princeton
Universities.

[ F I R S T R U S S I A N M O B Y- D I C K ]

Melville, H. Mobi Dik [i.e. Moby-Dick, or the White Whale]. Moscow: Gos.
izdatel’stvo geograficheskoi literatury, 1961. 840 pp.: ill. 25x15,5 cm. In
original illustrated cloth with lettering on the spine; colored head, in
original illustrated dust jacket. Tiny tears of the dust jacket, few small
spots on the fore edge, inscription on the blank leaf, otherwise near fine.
First Russian edition. One of 7000 copies.
Design includes illustrations by Rockwell Kent (1882-1971),
“the most Soviet among American artists”. From 1957 to 1971 Kent was
president of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship and
actively contributed to the expansion of cultural interaction between
the two countries. After his first (and successful) exhibition in 1957, he
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donated about 900 works to the Soviet Union. During the Cold War,
Soviet institutions organized tens of his exhibitions, published a range
of books about him. Kent became an honorary member of the Soviet
Academy of Fine Arts.
Designer of this book Andrei Goncharov (1903-1979) studied
in the Second State Free Art Workshops, then in VKHUTEMAS. Since
1923, he contributed to the book design of publishing houses ‘Academia’,
‘Molodaia gvardiia’, Gosizdat, etc. He joined Deineka and Pimenov in
OST art society and participated in its exhibitions. Among institutions
where he taught was Moscow Institute of Printing Arts (1948-1979). By
the time this book was published, Goncharov had written a couple of
books on the craft of graphic artists.
The adaptation of ‘Moby-Dick’ into Russian was undertaken by
translator Inna Bernstein (1929-2012). She initiated this case during the
highest point of the Cold War, brought it to the publisher and achieved
success - the second edition was printed the next year, completely
reproducing the first edition. Melville’s masterpiece was reprinted more
than 10 times until the dissolution of the USSR.
The introduction was
written by critic and literary
historian Abel Startsev (19092005) who imposed socialist
understanding of the novel. “Tens
and hundreds of pages are devoted
to the detailed classification of
whales in the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. However, he [author] was
unable to give any classification
of the whales and sharks of
American capitalism on Wall
Street and Broadway, from which,
no doubt, he could draw much
more significant conclusions on
the issue that worried him”.
RESERVED
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